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In recent years many new college.aid p:rngrams have been cr~ated in 
order to h~Jp ~J:,J1dents get a. c:ol l ege education. Some of these programs 
----~--,=-·-··-,.··~-~-
providing aid for higher education are The Economic Opportunity Act of 
1964 (college work-study programs), The Higher Education Act of 1958, · 
and The National Defense Education Act. Various university organiza· 
--·----~-~ ..... ", __ ._,.r,__ ~---·,. ~-,-._,,_ ...... ,., , ., '",.._ ,,.- ·-·, ,,-. .' _. __ .. -.• ,,,., ~"Y• ) •• 
tions and a host of private agencies also provide scholarships in order 
to help finance college.expenses. These programs have supplied millions 
of dollars in loans, grants, and scholarships to &tudents throughout 
the nation. 
Students today seem to have greater alternatives for financial 
support than students of earlier years. Before the recent increase 
in student financial aid programs, the only way for many students to 
attend college was to be employed. However, today with the increased 
availability of loans, grants, and sc:holarships, through the above 
mentioned programs, a student has a wider choice. The student is now 
faced with a decision as to whether to borrow money at low rates, apply 
for a scholarship, take a part-time job~ or to utilize some combination 
of these in order to meet college expenses. 
One question this study answered related to the influence of the 
increase in governmental and private financial assistance on the will-
ingness of students to work part-time while attending college. The 
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specific hypothesis tested was the following: due to the increased 
availability of funds, Oklahoma State University undergraduates were 
less willing to take a part-time job in 1967 than in 1955. 
Another question considered in this study was the possible change 
in attitudes of students with regard to working part-time while attend-
ing college as a result of increased affluence of the population and 
increasing demands of academic and co-curricular activities. 
Purpose of the Study 
In an attempt to answer these and other quei;tions, an intensive 
mail questionnaire survey and statistical analysis of the Oklahoma 
State University student part-tirn~._J_alto..r .. market.-.i.n.-,the, city .. of.c,S.ti.11------~----, ..... ~· --·-· 
~!er, __ Q_l5lahoma, ~~~--=-~~'.~~~.~~~ ~~-~~~~ -~he 1967-68 i;chool term. XT~: __ 
initial purpose of this research was to obtain information on current 
___ ,,_ .. .,···- .. -· 
conditions in the student part-time labor market in Stillwater. A 
\........,..-................. ~-~ •• ..,_-,,, ............ -:·,,.~., .. ,, ~ .. ,,~ ...... ,._,,,~,·,,.~·.·:~·:'-""'" ,--~·· ~- ••• -, •• -... -~, "., ...... _. ---~.,...· ... ~,,..-~-. -,y ,.····· ...... ~ ...... , ..... 1,""0•,;.,,,r: ..... ,.~,;;;;i,..,,_, ,.~ ... , _ ,,,.,..,~''" . .; ... ,.;.,"'''-·,~.;-0»1._.,, .. -,; ··->'°1t'.:~J..:ra.',;.l 
second purpose was to test by examining persons who received a bachelors 
degree in 1955 the hypothesis that student labor market conditions and 
work attitudes had changed significantly in the last thirteen years. 
More specifically, this research project had six major objectives: 
1. to determine the number and characteristics of Oklahoma 
State University students who worked part-time in 
Stillwater, Oklahoma, both for undergraduates enrolled for 
the fall 1967 semester and for those who graduated in 1955, 
/ 2. to determine the type of jobs that students held and the 
wages earned and hours worked, 
.,,- 3. to determine student attitudes regarding part-time 
employment, 
4. to see if student labor ·market conditions and work 
attitudes had changed significantly in the last 
thirteen years, 
/ 5. to see if increased availability of governmental and 
private aid may have affected work patterns and 
attitudes, 
6. to analyze relationships between selected variables and 
part-time employment. 
Findings 
It is appropriate at this point to present the findings and 
conclusions of this study. These results were derived from material 
presented in Chapters IV and v. 
Part-Time Work and Non-Parental Financial Assistance 
One of the initial purposes of this research was to investigate 
the im.pact of governmental and private financial assistance programs on 
the percentage of students working part-time. This study found that 
the proportion of students working part-time in Stillwater in 1967 was 
significantly less than the proportion of undergraduates working in 
1955. Sixty-two per cent of the 1955 graduates and only 37.5 per cent 
of current undergraduates indicated they had worked part-time in Still~ 
water while carrying at least six semester hours. (The six semester 
hour criteria was used to define a student and also to eliminate full~ 
time employees from the study.) The fact that the same proportion of 
1955 graduates and current undergraduates received at, least one source 
(from governmental, business, or private organiz.ati~ns) of non-parental 
3 
financial assistance does not support the hypothesis that recent student 
assistance programs have had a significant effect on the proportion of 
OSU students that worked part-time in Stillwater. 
In examining 1955 graduates and current undergraduates who received 
financial assistance, the results of this study indicated: even though 
4 
median financial assistance levels (in real terms) received by students 
had increased by about 60 per cent in the last thirteen years, the 
funds made available by various governmental and private organizations 
have!!£! been distributed in such a ·manner as to increase the propor-
tion of 1967 undergraduates who received at least some non-parental 
financial assistance. Furthermore, the composition of assistance has 
changed significantly in the last thirteen years such that the increase 
in the percentage of respondents receiving assistance through loans 
and scholarships has had a tendency to offset the decline in the per-
centage receiving assistance through the GI Bill. 
If increased financial assistance was not a cause of the decrease 
in the.percentage of students working part-time (as indicated by this 
study), what were some alternative explanations indicated by respond-
ents? There were at least two other reasons that merit consideration. 
First, a smaller percentage of stµdents may work today because of 
increased demands. of academic or extracurricular activities. In fact, 
60 per cent of 1967 undergraduates and only 30 per cent of 1955 grad-
uates indicated they did not wor~ because they thought it would inter-
fere with academic or co-curricul;i.r activities. Possibly because of 
increased academic loads, students in 1967 had less time to devote to 
part-time employment. 




from the. rising income and affluence of the family. With income levels 
of families higher today, a larger percentage of their income can be 
devoted to higher education; and with increased parental assistance, 
students ·may find it unnecessary to work part-time in order to meet 
college expenses. 
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Attitudes Toward Part-Time Employme~ 
Several of the variables that were hypothesized to be highly 
influential in determining the willingness of students to work part-
time were not found to be significantly different between 1955 graduates 
and the current undergraduates. Two such variables were: (1) the per-
centage of respondents that had thought of working before coming to 
college and (2) the percentage of respondents that had looked for a 
part-time job in Stillwater. 
In the first instance, even though a smaller percentage of current 
students were working part-time, the general inclination or propensity 
of students to work part-time had not decreased in the last thirteen 
years. Sixty per cent of both 1955 graduates and current undergrad-
uates indicated they had thought of working part-time before attending 
college. The same percentage of students today as in 1955 had favor-
able attitudes toward working part-time before coming to college; but 
after adjusting to the demands of college life 9 a significant propor-
tion of the current undergraduates decided not to work part-time. 
In the second instance, 40 per cent of both graduates and 
undergraduates looked for a part-time job in Stillwater. 
Another variable found to be the same between 1955 graduates and 
the current undergraduates was the reason for part-time employment. 
There was no difference between the two groups in the proportion that 
worked to meet school expenses and the proportion that worked to pro-
vide funds for leisure activities (at the .05 significance level). 
In terms of the willingness of 1955 graduates and current 
undergraduates to work at specific jobs, a s~gnificant difference was 
found to exist. The 1955 graduates were more willing to work at 
11 lower status 11 jobs than the current undergraduates. A larger 
proportion of graduates indicated they were willing to work at such 
jobs as w~shing dishes, waiting tables, or doing janitor work. 
Work and Academic Achievement 
Those respondents in both groups who worked part-time did not have 
significantly lower grade point averages than those who did not work 
part-time. This would suggest that many students are capable of work~ 
ing without it having negative effects of their academic performance. 
In fact, more than two-thirds of both working graduates and undergrad-
uates indicated that working part-time had provided educational 
experiences that they thought would be of value to them in later life. 
Conclusions 
The fact that real non-parental financial assistance during the 
last thirteen years increased by about 60 per cent and real wages 
increased by only 7 per cent may have had some serious implications in 
terms of methods used to obtain money for college expenses. It would 
seem highly advantage.ous for a student today to obtain fina.nces in some 
other manner (loans or scholarships) than through part-time work. 
Adding some weight to the above argument was the finding that 
increases in real wage rates of students attending OSU have not kept 
pace with the increases in real educational costs at OSU. 
Considering the impact of inflation on earnings:, expenses:, and 
financial assistance over the past thirteen years, the data from this 
research indicate that many students of 1967 have made rational 
decisions in preferring not to work part-time. 
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In Chapter II several studies relative to this thesis are 
discussed. Chapter III describes the methodology used in this study 
and the statistical tests that were performed. In Chapter IV the 
results of the sample of undergraduates are presented and, finally, 
in Chapter V graduates of 1955 and undergraduates of 1967 are compared 
with respect to various variables used in this study. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
In this chapter several research studies will be reviewed in order 
to acquaint the reader with some general topics relative to college 
part-time employment. The college part-time labor markets at these 
institutions will be discussed: Brooklyn College, The University of 
Washington, an unidentified mid-western, state-supported university, 
Indiana University, and finally, Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical 
College in 1950 (now Oklahoma State University). 
Brooklyn College 
One of the most recent studies of undergraduate part-time 
employment wa.s conducted by Dr. Archie MacGregor at Brooklyn College~ 
Brooklyn~ New York, in 1964 (1). He investigated the part-time work 
habits of 2,000 Brooklyn Coll~ge undergraduates. His 1964 report wa.s 
the fifth in a series of surveys,that have been conducted every year 
since 1959. These yearly surveys have given Dr. MacGregor a very com· 
plete picture of part-time student employment conditions and attitudes 
at Brooklyn College in terms of why students work, the type of students 
that work, the type of work performed, the number of hours worked, and 
wages received by students. 
Dr. Ma.cOregor reported (1, p. 132) that more than half of the 
students at Brooklyn College took part-time jobs at some point in 
8 
in their college careers. About a fifth of the students worked for 
three or four years, but running contrary to this trend was a tendency 
which also influenced a large number not to work during the lower 
college years. Typically, the student workers averaged between ten and 
twenty hours a week. They usually performed clerical services or did 
sales work. More than half of the students had not earned less than 
$1.25 per hour. Almost half managed to earn wages of $2.00 or more 
an hour. 
9 
Students performed services to provide for leisure time activities, 
to give them a feeling of independence, or to a lesser extent to meet 
school expenses. In general they did not feel that this work was hurt-
ing their grades and they did feel that it had value for postgraduate 
living in offering practical experience and association with business 
people. For some students part-time work did mean reduced participa-
tion in co-curricular activities. 
University of Washington 
A study by Carl Dickinson and Betty Newbegin (2), "Can Work and 
College Mix? 11 was conducted at the University of Washington in 1957. 
They investigated how work conditions of students affected their 
scholastic performance. Entrance tests and overall grade point averages 
were used, respectively, to evaluate the students' potential and actual 
performance. Their study examined the effect of outside work on a 
student's relative achievement and the interrelationships between the 
amount of work, relative achievement, and a number of other variables, 
Dickinson and Newbegin used mail questionnaires to obtain the necessary 
information from a sample of 1,025 students who had been freshmen in 
10 
1954 and for whom grade prediction$ were obtainable through use of 
multiple regression procedures. By using a follow-up technique, respon-
ses from 88 per cent of their original sample were obtained. Two of 
their findings seem particularly important (2, p. 316). First of all, 
they found that older and married students tended to be over-achievers; 
that is, they did better than had been predicted. This would lead one 
to believe that motivation is a key factor in college success. 
Secondly, they found that students who carried both a near normal credit 
load and an outside job were doing better than they were expected to do, 
indicating that such a pr?gram was feasible for many. 
An Unidentified Mid-Western, State-Supported University 
A study by Lee E. Isaacson and Louise C. Amos (3), "Participation 
in Part-Time Work by Women College Students, ii in'\Testigated the extent 
and nature of participation in part-time work by women students in a 
mid-western, state-supported university that was not named in their 
research. The population selected for this study consisted of all 
undergraduate women students living on campus during the fall semester 
of the 1954-55 school year. The data for the study were secured by us-
ing mail questionnaires. The respondents were selected from residence 
halls and sorority houses, and a 76 per cent return was obtained from 
the sample. Isaacson and Amos found (3, p. 446) that over 30; per cent 
of the total women students responding were currently engaged in some 
type of part-time work. This ranged from a 'low of 12.5 per cent of the 
freshmen women to a high of 50 per cent for the senior women. The part-
time jobs were classified into four major categories: routine house-
work~ student staff, sales and clerical, and other. The most frequent 
11 
reasons give? for working was either to pay for school expenses or for 
extra spending money. 
Indiana University 
"Effects of Employment on Academic Achievement, 11 a,, .. st1,1dy by Dennis 
.,:,'.' ,. """'~' 
L. Trueblood (4) was undertaken at Indiana University in 1953 to.inves~ 
tigate the relationship between part-t'i"me work and scholarship. Regis-
tration cards for the 1,711 Indiana University students who were 
employed. at least part-time during the first semester of 1952-53 were 
inspected and information on the number of hours worked wa:s"'/bbta·ined • . ·.' . . .. 
A sample of 658 of the 1,711 students was examined with respect to age, 
sex, class standing, enrollment by school, and.previous work experience. 
The mos,t significant result of this study was that within limits of the 
study, working part-time could not be said to have a significant adverse 
or positive effect upon the academic achievement of Indiana University 
'!!· 
students .(4, p. 114). 
Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College 
A Masters thesis by Ward Blocker (5), 11A Study of Student-Wages at 
Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College," (1950) examined student 
wages and employment patterns of eight selected schools in the.mid-
west. He compared these institutions in terms of types of jobs and 
wage scales. He found that Oklahoma A & M had one of the lowest wage 
scales of any of the schools surveyed. In 1950 th~:,t~inimum wage rate 
··/' 
at Oklahoma A & M was about 30 cents per hour and the ·maximum was about 
50 cents per hour. Mr. Blocker used both questionnaires and personal 
interviews in obtaining his information. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY AND STATlSTICAL TESTS 
In this chapter the overall methodology and statistical tests 
used in this study will b~ discussed. 
The procedures used to obtain the necessary labor market 
information consisted of two forms. First of all, several. personal 
interviews were conducted in order to obtain both background informa-
tion and specific data from university administrators and other 
individuals. Secondly, individual questionnaires were used to obtain 
necessary labor market information from undergraduates and graduates. 
~~ndom ~mplincg _t~~):_i~i_q~~ wa.,_s employ~~-in -~~-t~~ni~?--1:1~:':'1~-~, ~nd 
addresses of undergraduates and graduates. Also a digital computer was 
used to handle the large a~ounts of data collected in this study. The 
computer performed statistical tests to determine_ significant diff eren~ 
ces between undergraduates and graduates with respect to ·many items 
in the questionnaire. 
Personal Interviews 
Among those interviewed were the Dean of Men and the Assista.nt 
Dean of Men. The Dean of Men I s off.ice was very helpful in supplying 
initial enrollment and classification information and discussingprob-
lems of obtaining a population of students from which to sample. The 
OSU Alumni Association was very cooperative in providing information on 
12 
on the Class of 1955, The Registrar's office was also contacted in 
order to determine the amount and type of information that was available 
from that office. 
Individual Questionnaires 
The second information-gathering procedure to be employed in this 
study was an individual questionnaire, This questionnaire (Figure 1) 
was carefully constructed with suggestions from professional staff 
members of the Economics, Sociology, and Psychology Departments, It 
was designed to obtain information as to the student's age, classifica-
tion, sex, college, marital status, nationality and race, family income, 
father's occupation, the respondent's feeling toward part-time employ-
ment, and other selected topics, In addition to the .above information, 
data concerning whether or not the student was employed part-time or 
full-time, the number of hours worked and wages for each job held, if 
the student had soµght employment and the kind of work wanted, and the 
number, type, and amount of any non-parental financial assistance 
received were obtained (Figure 1), Before the questionnaire was cir-
culated~ it was pre-tested using a group of 50 students and then cor-
rected in order to eliminate vague or ambiguous questions, 
Sampling Techniques 
One group that received a copy of the questionnaire was a random 
sample of the student body enrolled at Oklahoma State University for 
the fall 1967 semester. This sample was obtained from the student 
directory, which was the most comprehensive list of students available 
at that time. Every thirty-second name in the directory was to appear 
Figure 1. 
Questionnaire for Labor Market Survey 
of OSU Undergraduates 
In~tructions: Fill in the blanks or circle the appropriate number (s). 
Name: Age: ____ _ 
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6, Technical Inst, 
7, Home Economics 
8. Graduate 
9, Vet. Medicine 
Race: 






















3, Indian (aboriginal American race) 







1, U.S. Citizen 
2, Non U.S. Citizen 
5, Other Non-White (Polynesian, Malaysian, Hawaiian, Filipino, etc,, natives of 
India, Pakistan, etc,) 
6, Spanish-American (persons of Spanish or Latin-American origin, e.g. Cuban, 
Mexican, Puerto Rican) 
7, Al 1 Qt hers 
As an undergraduate, have you ever worked in Stillwater while carrying at least 6 
semester hours? 
1. No 
2, Yes - Full-time 
3, Yes - Part-time 
If you were employed part-time as an undergraduate in Stillwater, which one of the 
following best states the reason for your employment during your college~ars? 
1, Provide funds for school expenses 
2, Funds for leisure 
3. For a feeling or sense of independence 
4, Save for graduate school 
5. Self -support 
6. Family support 
7, Other (Specify) _________ _ 
8, Not applicable 
15 
Figure 1. (Continued) 
If y@u Wtl11re not employed part-time as an undergraduate in Stillwater, which one of the 
/'/ fgllowing best states the reason for your not working during your college years? 
L Felt it would interfere with academic or co-curricular work 
2. Parental opposition 
3. Not inclined to work, and could manage without the income 
. 4, Could not find work 
5. Earned enough during the suillmer 
6, Other (Specify) __________________ _ 
7, Not applicable 
Have you ever worked part-time in any cit'y.or community other than Stillwater while an 
undergraduate as OSU? (Do not include summer) 
1, Yes 2, No 
As an undergraduate, have you ever looked for a part-time job in Stillwater? 
1, Yes 2, No 
If you looked_ for a job, what ~ specific type of part-time work were you seeking? 
1, Clerical 
2. Semi-skilled or unskilled 
3, Sales 
4. Tutor 
5, Any type 
6. Other (Specify) ______________ _ 
If you have worked part-time in Stillwater as an undergraduate, which one of the 
following helped you most in getting or finding employment? 
1, Some University office or department (Specify) _____________ _ 
2, Talking to employers 
3. Friends or relatives 
4, Local employment office 
5, Classified advertisements 
6. Other (Specify) ________________ _ 
7. Not applicable 
Had you thought of working part-time before you came to school at OSU? 
1. Yes 2, No 
What is your overall undergraduate grade point.average? 
What is your father 1s occupation? 
Which one of the following is most descriptive of your fatheris occupation? 
O. Professional, technical or kindred worker 
1, Farmer or farm manager 
2, Manager, official or prop.rietor, except farm 
3, Clerical, sales, or kindred worker 
4, Craftsman, foreman, or kindred worker 
5, Operator or kindred worker 
6, Private household worker 
7, Service worker, excluding private household 
8. Laborer, including farm and mine 
9, Other 
Figure 1, (Continued) 
If. you have worked part-time as an undergraduate in Stillwater, do you feel that it 
lower@.d youi: grade point? 
1, Yes 2, No 3, Not applicable 
Which one of the following~ represents the average proportion of total school 
expens~(including books, room and board, fees, and recreation) that you provided 
by working part-time as an undergraduate? (Do not include summer) 
·1. None 
2, Less than 25 per cent 
3. 25 to 49 per cent 
4. 50 to 75 per cent 
5. More than 75 per cent 
If you worked part-time as an undergraduate in Stillwater, do you feel that it has 
provided educational experiences that will be of value to you in later life? 
1, Yes 2, No 3, Not applicable 
Listed below are several jobs, Please indicate for each job, by circling the 


















Waiting tables in Student Union 
Washing dishes in cafeteria 
Cashier in bookstore 
Salesman or saleslady in store 




As an undergraduate, which one of the following best represents your family's .net 
annual income? 
1. Less than $3,000 
2. $3 ,000 to $5,000 
3. $5,001 to $7,500 
. 4. $7,501 to $10,000 
5. More than $10,000 
6. Do not know 
As an undergraduate, did you receive financial assistance from any of the following? 
(May indicate more than one, maximum of three· do not include parental assistance) 
1, Received no assistance 
2, Student loan or bank loan 
3. Federal grant 
4. National Defense Loan 
5. Scholarship 
6, GI Bill 




Figure 1. (Continued) 
Which one of the following best represents the average amount of money you received 
per semester from the sources indicated in the previous question? 
1, Less than $100 
2, $100 to $199 
3. $200 to $299 
4. $300 to $399 
s. $400 to $499 
6. $500 or more 
7. Not applicable 







Using the following coding system, please complete the following table for the two 
most recent part·time jobs that you have held as an undergraduate, (Include present 
job if applicable) Do not include summer jobs. 







Present or last job 
Next to last job 
Employer 
1, Stillwater business 
2, osu 
3, Non·Stillwater business 
4. Self·employed 
5, Other 
0, Professional or technical 
1, Farm or farm related 
2, Manager or proprietor 
3. Clerical or Sales 
4, Craftsman, foreman, or 
kindred 
S. Operator or kindred 
6. Private household worker 
7, Service worker, excluding 
private household 










($ per hr.) 
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in the sample. If the name chosen was. a special or graduate student, 
the first following undergraduate was then chosen. A sample size of 500 
students was used. Each student in the sample received a copy of the 
questionnaire (Figure 1), a cover letter (Appendix B) briefly describing 
the study, and a business reply envelope for returning the 
'-----------···· --·······-----··- . ····-·~----·- ... ·.·.·· .. ·- -----,---····· .. ··· .· ... · .. 
questionnaire. 
The other group that received a copy of the prepared questionnaire 
was the Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College (now Oklahoma State 
University) graduating Class of 1955. This particular class was chosen 
for comparison with the student group for two reasons: (1) to reduce 
the effects of the GI Bill, and (2) to select a class that graduated 
before most of the recent aids to higher education came into effect. 
A listing of graduates from the Class of 1955 was obtained from the 
Oklahoma State University Alumni Association. This list, which incl1,1ded 
almost 1~200 names and addresses, represent;ed over 90 per cent of the 
number that graduated in 1955. In obtaining the actual names and ad-
dresses for the sample, every third name from the list was chosen. 
Again a sample size of 500 was used. Also accompanying this question-
naire was an appropriate cover letter (Appendix B) and a business reply 
envel:ope. The questionnaire sent to the two groups was essentially the 
same; sotne adjustments had to be made in the graduate questionnaire in 
terms of verb tense. In addition, a question asking year of graduation 
was substituted for year in school (since all had supposedly graduated). 
The writer talked with the staff of the University's Statistics 
Department about problems of obtaining a rep;esentative sample and of 
sample bias. One staff member thought that the non-response to the 
student questionnaire would be_ significant enough to warrant the use of 
personal interviews. However, if personal interviews were used, the 
amount of time necessary to complete them would be beyond the scope of 
the writer. Furthermore, it would have been unfeasible to conduct 
personal interviews with those persons who graduated in .1955. 
A follow-up procedure was used in order to reduce the problem of 
non-response to a minimum. Those persons who had not returned the 
questionnaire within two weeks were sent another questionnaire and a 
letter urging them to complete the questionnaire so that the research 
project could be completed. Using the follow-up procedure, responses 
were obtained from 349 undergraduates. This was an overall response 
rate of 70 per cent. 
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Questionnaires were returned by 165 graduates. However, due to 
problems encountered with the ·mailing list, only 151 were used. The 
other 14 respondents did not gradu,ate in .1955. The overall response 
rate of graduates was 30 per cent. Sending the non-respondents a third 
letter (a second follqw-up) would probably not have produced any sub-
stantial increase in the response rate for graduates. This idea seems 
quite logical because the response rate on the first follow-up for 
graduates was only about.14 per cent. With respect to the undergrad-
uates, the response to the follow'."up was about 50 per cent. 
Use of Computers 
A computer program was written in order to tabulate and analyze 
the large amount of information iri each quest;ionnaire and the large 
number of questionnaires. Initially, this program was written to be 
used with .an IBM 1620 computer. However, as more and more items were 
included in the program, it became obvious that a larger computer would 
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be .needed in order to handle all of the data. 
The initial program was modified to use the University Computer 
Center 1 s IBM 7040. A complete listing of the computer program appears 
in Appendix C. A simplified flow chart was included (Figure 2) in order 
to clarify the steps used in tabulation and analysis. 
Essentially, the program caused data from cards to be read and 
' stored on a magnetic computer tape~ Next~ one set of responses was 
read from the tape. At this point a test was performed to see if the 
respondent had certain characteristics, e.g., if he was a graduate, 
undergraduate, whether he worked or .did not work, or any combination of 
characteristics. If the respondent had the desired characteristics, 
this information was'stored and retained; but if the person, did not 
meet the characteristics desired; another set of responses was read 
from the tape. This process continued until all respondents had been 
tested and analyzed. Next, the relevant statistical tests were per-
formed. Finally, the results were printed, and the tape was rewound 
in order to permit sorting by some other characteristic. 
Statistical Tests 
Among the statistical tests used in this study were the (1) t-test, 
(2):the chi-square test, and (3) the coefficient of correlation. 
The t-te$t 
The t-test was used to determihe sigrilficant differences between 
average wages, hours, and grade point averages of the various sub-
populations analyzed. Wages, hours, and grade point averages were 





Questionnaire Data from Cards 
STORE 
Data Cards on Tape 
READ 
One Questionnaire Data 
Set from Ta e 
SORT 
Determine Number of 
for Each 
uestionnaire 
Perform Statistical Tests 
PRINT 





for testing for significant differences. Furthermore, the sample size 
was fairly large and added to the validity of this test. 
Thie C'lrl!i~Sguare Test 
The chi-square test was used to determine significant differences 
between response questions measured on an interval or ordinal level. 
This included the questions dealing with income, occupation, amount of 
financial assistance, reasons for working, reasons for not working, 
and the proportion of school expenses provided by working part-time. 
,.,,,.-·~·-------~ .... /;_/ l~ the chi-square test was used to determine if the respondents 
classified by college and class were significantly different from }.heir 
respective populations. 
The Coefficient of Correlation 
The coefficient of correlation was used to determine the strength 
and direction of the relationship between the amount of financial 
assistance and the respondents' net family income. 
CHAPTER IV 
J~he purpose of this study was to obtain· labor market inf,ormation 
I 
for students who attended Oklahoma Sta.te University in 1955 and 1967 
&nd worked part-time in Stillwater, Oklahoma~ and to see if labor market 
conditions and work attitudes have changed in the last thirteen years. 
The results of the analysis of the undergraduate sample are presented 
in thh chapter. In Chapter V data with respect to the graduate sample 
are presented and are compared with the undergraduate sample. All 
tables referred to in Chapter IV and V appear in Appendix A. 
Presentation of findings in this chapter will follow the same 
order as the questionnaire in Figure 1. Some of the variables analyzed 
in this study were: age 9 marital status and sex 9 college and class~ 
neitionality and race, pa.rt~time employment, reason for working and not 
working~ part-time employment in other cities 9 job~seeking activities 
of undergraduates~ methods used in finding part-time employment 9 a.tti= 
tude toward work before coming to college~ academic achievement~ occupa= 
tion of father, and effect of working on grade point average. Other 
variables examined were: proportion of school expenses earned by work-
ing part=time, educational experiences of pa.rt-time employment, willing-
ness to work, family income, type and amount of non-parental financial 
aissistaince received, number of friends working part=time and, finally, 
p&rt=time job history. Job history da.ta were broken down by year in 
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school, employer, type of work, number of hours worked per week, and 
wage rate. 
Sample Bias 
Data were obtained from a total of 349 undergraduate students 
attending Oklahoma State University during the fall 1967 term. The 
chi-square test was used to determine if the sample respondents, clas-
respective populations, With respect to undergraduates classified by 
~. ~---··--~...-~~-··-,~ ~.-.,••• _ _,r,,.-. o· -- •. •.,, ·4 • ...,_ 
college, the chi-square test at the ,05 probability level failed to 
indicate any significant difference between sample respondents and the 
total student body enrolled for the fall 1967 semester, (In all tests 
of significant difference in this study, the .05 probability level was 
used unless otherwise stated.) 
A significant difference was found to exist with respect to class, 
Freshmen tended to be over-represented and juniors under-represented in 
the sample by about eight per cent each, 
Another bias resulted from a tendency for working respondents to 
be more interested in the research study and, therefore, to return a 
higher proportion of questionnaires than non-working respondents, 
Age, Marital Status, and Sex 
The average age of all undergraduates was 20,2 years. No 
significant difference in terms of age was found between working and 
--,~-------~,--.' ... '""····-... ~--..~"'=""~"·-·-· ....... ,-.~-~-~~<·'"''"""""'"""'""" ....... ,..,-~ .... ., ........ ~ 
non-working undergraduates (Table I), 
As indicated by Table II, a higher percentage of married under-
graduates worked part-time; similarly, a larger percentage of 
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non-working undergraduates reported they were single. 
Table II also indicates that there was no significant difference 
between men a1;1d women in their tendency to work part-time as under-
graduates. The distribution by sex of working and non-working under-
graduates was very similar; 59.5 per cent of the working undergraduates 
and 57.8 per cent of non-working undergraduates were males. 
Table III shows the distribution of undergraduates with respect to 
college. Excluding the Technical Institute and Vetednary Medicine 
(because of the extremely small proportion in the sample, 5 and 3, 
respectively) the highest tendency to work part-time was in the College 
of Business, with 44.5 per cent of that college working part-time. 
Second highest was the College of Agriculture with 39.3 per cent. Next 
in descending order were the Colleges of Education, Arts and Science, 
and Home Economics with 36.6, 35.1 and 33.4 per cent, respectively, of 
their students working part-time. The lowest percentage of students 
working was in the. College of Engineering; only 29. 8 per cent of its 
students worked part-time. One posaible explanation for the low per-
centage of engineers that worked is the. large number of hours required 
in order to obtain a bachelor's degree, which requires large course 
loads and leaves little time fo~ work activities. 
Upper-division undergraduates tended to work more often than 
lower-division undergraduates. Table IV indicates that only 12.7 per 
cent of the freshman class worked part-time; whereas, 40.9, 44.0, and 
54.2 per cent, respectively, of the sophomore, junior and senior 
classes worked part-time. 
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Nationality and Race 
Tables V and VI indicate that there was no significant difference 
between working and non-working undergraduates with respect to nation-
ality or race, Approximately 98 per cent of the undergraduates in the 
sample were United States citizens, Furthermore, in terms of race, 
approximately 97 per cent of undergraduates were white, 
Part-Time Employment and Reasons for Employment 
Undergraduates employed part-time in Stillwater while carrying at 
least six semester hours composed 37,5 per cent of the total sample of 
undergraduates (Table VII), The 131 employed undergraduates listed 
school expenses most often as the reason for their employment, Table 
VIII indicates that 46.2 per cent of working undergraduates worked in 
order to meet school expenses, As shown in Table VIII, 23,9 per cent ----· --· ·.- .. 
and 10,0 per cent listed funds for leisure and a sense of independence, 
-· ... ·- ·-~ ... -.- ,., ,.,.,-.. -... · --"-,.-. -
respectively, as reasons for employment, Family support and self-
support were next in order with 9,2 and 6,2 per cent, 
Reasons for Not Working // 
Undergraduates who did not work indicated, as shown in Table IX, 
most often that they thought it would interfere with academic or co-
curricular activities (57.8 per cent), Next in descending order were: 
"other" reasons (14.1 per cent), not inclined to work (12,7 per cent), 
and worked during the summer (12,7 per c~n.;), Could not find work and 
parental opposition were given less than five per cent of the time as 
reasons for not working part-time (Table IX), 
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Part-Time Work in Other Cities / 
Using the chi-square test, no significant difference was found 
between working and non-working undergraduates in terms of the propor-
tion that worked part-time outside the city of Stillwater. Adding those 
students who worked in other cities to those who worked in Stillwater, 
the results of this study indicate that almost 50 per cent of the total 
undergraduate sample worked either in Stillwater or in some other city. 
Job-Seeking Activities of Undergraduates 
In terms of job-seeking activities, 40.1 per cent of all 
undergraduates at some time looked for a part-time job in Stillwater. 
As might be expected, a significant.difference did exist between working 
and non-working undergraduates with respect to job-seeking activities. 
Table XI indicates that 75.6 per cent of working undergraduates looked 
for a job; whereas, only 18.8 per cent of non-workers looked for work. 
A significant difference was found to exist between working and 
non-working undergraduates with respect to the type of work sought. 
As indicated by Table XU, the greatest difference between the two 
groups (workers and non-workers) ,,;was in those seeking "any type" of 
'.f:%}·. 
work. Twenty-five per cent of non-working undergraduates and 46.7 per 
cent of working undergraduates looked for "any type" of work. Non-
working undergraduates seemed to be more selective in their work-
seeking activities. 
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Methods Used in Finding Part-Time Employment 
For those undergraduates who worked, friends or relatives (35.9 
per cent) and some university office or department (31.3 per cent) were 
rated highest in terms of the most important aid in finding employment 
(Table XIII). Talking to employers was reported by 23.4 per cent of 
the working undergraduates •. No undergraduate used any local employ-
ment office, and only 1.6 and 7.8 per cent, respectively, used newspaper 
advertisements or some "other" method in finding employment. 
Attitude Toward Work Before Coming to College 
A significant difference was found to exist between working and 
non-working undergraduates with respect to their ideas of working before 
they came to school at Oklahoma State University. Seventy-three per 
cent of those students who worked indicated they thought of working be-
fore they came to school at OSU; whereas, for those who did not work, 
only 55 per cent had thought of working (Table XIV). 
Academic Achievement 
Using at-statistic to determine significant differences between 
grade point averages, the sample evidence indicated, as presented in 
Table XV, no significant difference at the .05 probability level in 
terms of reported grade point averages between undergraduates who 
worked and those who did not work. The grade point average for the 
total undergraduate sample was 2.6 (based on 4.0). 
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Occupation of Father 
The standard census classification was u~ed for categorizing 
occupations (Figure 1 and Tabl~ XVI). With respect to the total under-
graduate sample, 33.8 per cent reported their fathers were professional 
or technical wor~ers, 28.4 per cent reported managers or proprietors, 
13.2 per cent reported craftsman or foreman, 10.0 per cent reported 
farming or farm-related work, and 9.5 per cent reported their fathers' 
occupation as clerical or sales-related. The other five occupations 
were reported by less than six per cent of the tqtal undergraduate 
population (Table XVI). No significant difference was found between 
workers and non-workers with respect to theirfathers' occupation. 
Effect of Working Part-Time on Grade Peiint Average 
Over 42 per cent of working undergraduates reported that working 
had lowered their grade point averages (Table XVII), This finding does 
not seem consistent because the t ... statistic indicated that those who 
worked did not have significantly lower grade point averages. These 
results indicate that undergraduates 11¥1Y have had a tencency to over-
emphasize the detrimental impact of working on academic achievement. 
Proportion of School Expenses Earned by Working P~rt-Time 
Table XVIII shows the average proportion of school ~xpenses 
provided by respondents working part-time. As indicated py this table, 
the median percentage of expenses earned by und~rgraduates was 20.0. 
School expenses were defined to include: books; room and board, fees, 
and recreation. Actual earnings of students will be examined later 
I 
in this study. 
Educational Experiences of Part-Time Work 
In order to obtain some idea on the respondents' attitude toward 
the actual work experience encountered, a question was asked as to 
whether work experience had provided educational experiences that the 
respondents thought would be of value i~ later life. As presented in 
Table XIX, over 71 per cent of working und~rgraduates indicated bene-
ficial aspects of part-time employment. 
Willingness to Work 
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To determine what types of jobs students would accept, eight 
typical jobs available to students were listed in the questionnaire 
(Figure 1 and Table XX). The respondents were to indicate if they were 
willing to work at each of the eight jobs. Summing over all eight Jobs; 
that is, counting each job as a separate item and summing the yes and 
no responses, a significant difference was found to exist between 
workers and non-workers. Table XX indicates that, summing all eight 
jobs, 47.7 per cent of the non-workers were willing to work; whereas, 
55.5 per cent of the working undergraduates were willing to work. 
Inspection of each individual job will further explain the difference. 
In each case, the percentage willing to work at each of the eight jobs 
was higher for the undergraduates who worked than for those who 
did not work. 
Family Income of Respondents 
In terms of median family income, as reported by respondents, a 
significant difference was det~rmined between working and non-working 
undergraduates by use of the chi-square test. The median. family income 
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of working undergraduates was $8,452, while the median family income for 
non-working undergraduates was $9,797 (Table XX!). This difference of 
$1,345 was significant at the .10 level. 
Amount and Type of Financial Assistance 
Received by Undergraduates 
In the prepared questionnaire, a respondent could indicate up to 
. . 
three different sources of non-parental financial assistance. Table 
XXII shows the percentage of respondents who received assistance fro~ 
either one, two, or three sources. The distribution by type of assist.-
ance is given for only those respondents that received only one source 
of assistance and for the total of all three sources. 
It is clear from Table XXII that there were significant differences 
in the proportion of undergraduates who received at least one source of 
assistance. Of the total non-working undergraduates, 43.5 per cent 
received at least one source of financial assistance; whereas, 55.6 per 
cent of the working undergraduates received at least one source of 
financial assistance. This difference was significant at the .05 level. 
The same relationship existed between.the second and third source of 
assistance; that is, a significantly higher proportion of working under-
graduates received assi~tance. 
If all three sources of financial assistance are considered 
together, a significa~t difference was found between working and non-
working undergraduates with respect to type (loans, scholarships, etc.) 
of assistance. However, if the work-study category is eliminated, no 
significant difference existed (at the .05 level) between the type of 
assistance received by working and nort-working undergraduates. The 
difference was significant at the .25 probability level. This 
difference was primarily due to the higher percentage of non-working 
undergraduates who received scholarships (Table XXII). 
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Elimination of the work-study category provided a more valid 
comparison of the differences in types of assistance. This was because 
in the work-study program a person is required to work and, therefore, 
by definition, a difference should be evident within this specific 
category. It is highly unlikely that an undergraduate could get work-
study assistance without having to perform some working duties. 
Non-working undergraduates r~ceived greater dollar amounts of 
financial assistance than the worki~g undergraduates even though non-
workers received fewer sources of assistance. The median assistance 
reported for working and non-working undergraduates was $294 and $404, 
respectively (Table XXIII). There was a significant difference at the 
.05 level between these two amounts of assistance. 
Number of Five Closest Friends Working Part•Time 
The number of friends working part•time was used as an indication 
of social group norms that supported working part-time. Undergraduates 
who worked had significantly ·more friends who worked part-time, In 
fact, as indicated by Table XXIV, 40,8 per cent of non-working under· 
graduates said none of their five closest friends worked part•time. 
Only 12,2 per cent of the working undergraduates reported that none of 
their five closest friend·a. worked part·ti·me, 
Part•Ti·me Job History 
In the undergraduate questionnaire, space was provided to allow 
the respon:9ent to indicate the present or most recent job and any 
previous job held as an undergraduate. Job information was obtained 
with respect to year in school, employer, type of work, average hours 
per week, and wage rate. 
Present or Most Recent Job 
Job history information on the most recent job was obtained for 
130 respondents. As was stated before, this was about 37 per cent of 
the total of 349 undergraduates in the sample. The job history for 
the most recent job is presented in Table XXV. 
Year in School 
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In terms of the year in school of work, the present or ·most recent 
part-time employment was when the respondent was a junior. That is to 
say, 37.7 per cent of the working undergraduates reported that their 
present or most recent employment was when they were juniors. Table 
XXV indicates that a larger percentage of students worked as sophomores 
than when they were either seniors or freshmen. 
Employer 
The ·major employer of undergraduates was clearly Oklahoma State 
University, which e·mployed 66. 9 per cent of those students who had at 
one ti·me worked part•time in Stillwater (Table XXV). Twenty per cent 
worked for Stillwater businesses. Th,e remaining 13 per cent worked for 
non-Stillwater businesses (businesses in other cities), 11 other 11 employ .. 
ers, or were self-employed. 
Type of Work Performed 
Most of the undergraduates worked as service workers (30.8 per 
cent1) or clerical or sales workers (26. 2 per cent). Other job types 
receiving considerable responses were "other" and professional or 
technical (Table XXV). 
Hours Worked and Wage Rate 
Those undergraduates who worked part-time worked an average of. 
15.4 hours per week at an average wage of $1.14 per hour. This was an 
average weekly rate of $17.52. Allowing an average of 4.3 weeks per 
month, the average monthly earnings of employed undergraduates working 
part-time were $75.86. 
Previous Jobs 
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Seventy-two undergraduates indicated they had held more than one 
job as an undergraduate. Many undergraduates who listed a second job 
reported having the same job for ·more than one year, The characteris· 
tics of the second job listed were not much different than the first job 
(Tables XXV and XXVI), In terms of e·mployer and type ·of work performed, 
the two were almost identical. However, the number of hours worked per 
week in the second job were slightly larger; but the wage rate was 
lower. Average hours and wages for the second job were 16.4 and $1,12, 
respectively (Table XXVI). 
Relation Between Family Income and Assistance 
To determine if there was any relationship between a respondent 1 s 
family income level and the amount of non-parental financial ,usistance 
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received, a correlation coefficient was computed between these two 
variables. For all undergraduates who listed their family income and 
received some assistance, the correlation was ... 09 (based on 142 obser·- . 
vations). The correlation coefficient for working undergraduates was 
-.27 (based on 59 observations), and for non-working undergraduates the 
coefficient was .02 (based on 83 observations). From this analysis, 
those students who worked and who had lower family incomes seemed to 
have received more financial assistance. The correlation coefficient 
should be negative if the governmental aid programs are working accord-
ing to their design; that is, giving financial aid to those in the lower 
income brackets. The sign is corre~t in two of the above cases, but the 
relationship does not seem to be very strong. 
CHAPTER V 
COMPARISON OF GRADUATES AND UNDERGRADUATES 
Chapter V of this study will deal with specific characteristics of 
students who graduated in 1955 and will compare them with the under-
graduates enrolled for the fall 1967 semester. All of the variables 
consi.dered in Chapter IV will not be discussed in this chapter. Only 
those that are particularly relevant to the objectives of this study 
will be discussed, however, the data with respect to these omitted 
variables has been included in the tables that appear in Appendix A. 
The statements made with respect to graduates of 1955 need to be 
considered more carefully for several reasons. first, the number of 
respondents is much smaller, less than 50 per cent of the undergraduate 
respondents. Second, the problem of accuracy of response enters the 
picture. It may be that with the passage of time some distortion may 
have taken place in the graduate sample. An attempt was made, however, 
to reduce this factor by going back only thirteen years to obtain a 
sample of graduates. 
Again~ as in the undergraduate sample, the possibility of bias 
from working graduates having more interest in the study and returning 
a larger percentage of questionnaires may have existed. 
Undergraduate College 
As indicated by Table III, the proportion of graduates working 
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part-time by college was signif ica.ntly higher than w&s the correspontjing 
proportion of undergraduates (except for the College of Education). 
This was not surprising, because the overall work tendency was higher 
for graduates. Again eliminating the Technical Institute and Veterinary 
Medicine, the highest tendency to work for graduates was in the College 
of Home Economics, with 81.3 per cent of 1955 graduates of that college 
having worked part-time. Second highest was the College of Business 
with 74.1 per cent, followed closely by the Colleges of Arts and Science 
and Agriculture with 66.6 and 65.6 per cent, respectively, of their 
graduates in the sample working part-time, In fifth and sixth place 
were the Colleges of Engineering with 54 per cent and the College of 
Education with 23,8 per cent (Table III), 
Part-Time Employment and Reasons for Employment 
Based on the responses of 151 graduates, the proportion that worked 
part-time in Stillwater while carrying six semester hours was .603. 
This was significantly higher than proportion of undergraduates working 
part-time (.375). 
In terms of their reasons for working, there was no significant 
difference between graduates and undergraduates at the .05 level; 
however, it was significant at the , 13 level. Graduates of 1955 seemed 
to work more for school expenses, self-support and family support 
and less for funds for leisure than did the undergraduates in the. 
sample (Table VIII). 
Reasons for Not. Working 
The reasons for not working given by graduates were found to be 
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significantly different from those <Olf undergraduates. Thirty per cent 
of graduates in the sample listed interference with academic or co-
curricular activities or "other" reasons, 18.9 per cent said they were 
not inclined to work, 17 per cent said they worked .summers and 1.9 per 
cent said they did not work because they could not find work or their 
parents objected to their working. Because of the high proportion in 
the 11 other 11 category, about all that can be definitely said, in terms 
of reasons for not working, is that the undergraduates thought working 
would interfere with their activities more often than did graduates of 
1955 (Table IX). Another item that should be mentioned was the low 
percentage of respondent~ in both samples that said they could not find 
work (3.8 per cent for undergraduates and 1.9 per cent for graduates). 
This finding tends to support the idea that there has been no shortages 
of jobs in the college part-time labor.market in Stillwater in the 
past thirteen years. 
Job-Seeking Activities of Graduates 
No significant difference was found between graduates and 
undergraduates in terms of the proportion that looked for a part-time 
job. However, a significant difference, at· the .08 level, was found 
between working graduates and working undergraduates (Table XI). 
Undergraduates indicated they sought more jobs in clerical and 
sales and less in the unski.lled jobs than did ,graduates. Also 1a 
slightly larger per cent of those graduates looking for work would 
take almost any type of employment (Table XI). 
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Methods Used in Finding Part-Time Employment 
For those respondents in both group~ who worked in Stillwater, 
there was no significant difference in terms of the method used in 
finding part-time employment. However, undergraduates did rank friends 
higher and some university office or department lower than graduates 
(Table XIII). 
Attitude Toward Work Before Coming to College 
Both graduates and undergraduates indicated similar (again at the 
.05 level) responses with respect to whether they had thought of work-
ing before coming to school at OSU. Of those undergraduates in the 
sample, 61.6 per cent said they thought of working part-time, while 58.3 
per cent of the graduate sample reported this response (Table XIV). 
This suggests that initial work attitudes with respect to part-time 
employment have not changed significantly over the past thirteen years. 
It may be ·that the reason students are working less today is the result 
of increased involvement in acade·mic or extracurricular activities, 
which leaves them less time to devote to part•ti'me employment. 
Academic Achievement 
The grade point averages reported by graduates were significantly 
higher than undergraduates as indicated by the t•test (t a·6.53), 
There was no significant difference between working and non-working 
graduates in terms of grade point averages (t = 1.26). Table XV shows 
the grade point averages for the respective samples. The fact that 
undergraduates indicated lower grade point averages tends to add weight 
to the proposition that college curriculums may be more difficult today. 
This would have a tendency to reduce the proportion of students that 
worked part-time. 
Occupation of Father 
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Graduates of 1955 reported that 33.1 per cent of their fathers were 
farmers or did farm-related work, and only 13.9 per cent were in pro-
fessional or technical occupations. As indicated by Table XVI, the 
percentages were almost the reverse for undergraduates. The decline in 
the proportion of farming fathers in the two samples is a reflection of 
a large nationwide decline in the proportion of the labor force engaged 
in farming. This has been the result of a tremendous migration of 
persons out of the agriculture sector in the past decade. 
Effect of Working Part-Time on Grade Point Average 
When asked whether working had lowered their grade point average, 
a significantly larger percentage of graduates said that working did 
not lower their grade point averages, The percentage of graduates who 
indicated working did not lower their grade point averages was 79.6; 
whereas, it was 57.4 for undergraduates (Table XVII), 
Proportion of School Expenses Earned by Working Part-Time 
Graduates who worked provided significantly the same proportion 
of their school expenses as undergraduates (Table XVIII), Graduates 
reported providing a median percentage of 24,4 of their school expenses 
by working part-time. 
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Willihgness to Work 
A significantly higher proportion of graduates seemed mo're willing 
to work a·t the eight job alternatives listed in the questionnaire. As 
before, summing over all eight jobs, 59.5 per cent of the graduates 
indicated they were willing to work part-time; whereas, only 50.8 per 
cent_ of all undergraduates said they would be willing to work part-time. 
In examining each of the eight jobs, one finds that a larger per cent of 
graduates were willing to work in the "lower status" jobs. For 
instance, only 17.3 per cent of undergraduates were willing to wash 
dishes; but 44.3 per cent of the graduate sample indicated they would. 
The same is true with janitor work and waiting tables: 27.5 and 21.2 
per cent, respectively, of undergraduates reported willing to work at 
these two types o_f jobs;- but 45.7 and 46.4 per cent, respectively, of 
all graduates were willing to work as janitors or wait tables (Table XX)· 
Family Income of Respondents 
The findings of this item should not seem strange to anyone. The 
family income levels of undergraduates and graduates (when they attended 
OSU) were significantly different. Again based on grouped data, the 
median family income level indicated by graduates when they were 
students was $6,065. This was q1,.1ite a bit lower than the $9,310 median 
income indicated by the total undergraduate sample (Table XX!). 
Amount and Type of Financial Assistance 
Received by Graduates --
With respect- to sources of financial assistance, an interesting 
finding.was that there was no significant difference between graduates 
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and undergraduates in terms of the percentage of the total sample that 
received financial assistance. Of all the'- undergraduate students, as 
was mentioned eal;'lier, 55.6 per cent received at least one source of 
financial assistance and 53 per cent of the class of 1955 reported 
recei vi1ng one source of assistance as undergraduates. However, 1 ooking 
into the types of specific aid, there were considerable differences 
(Table XXII). Basically, this resulted from the fact that certain of 
the alternatives listed did not exist in 1955 (work-study progra;ms and 
National Defense Loans). 
From the data presented in Table XXII, it would seem that graduates 
in 1955 received significantly more scholarships and fewer loans than . 
undergraduates. The increased federal ·money ,going into higher education 
see·ms to have compensated for the declining i·mpact of the GI Bill be-
tween 1955 and 1967. This has r.esulted in no overall difference in the 
percentage of students that received at least one source of financial 
aid. Even trying to select a year (1955) when the effects of the GI 
Bill would be at a mini'mum, 27.3 per cent of all assistance to graduates 
was from this source (Table XXII). 
Part•Ti·me Job History 
As in the undergraduate questionnaire, space was provided for all 
graduates to indicate the present or most l;'ecent job and any previous 
job held as an undergraduate. 
Present or Most Recent Job 
Job history information on the most recent job was obtained for 
77 respondents. This was seventeen less than the number working 
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part-time because some respondents failed to complete the job history 
part of the questionnaire. 
No attempt was made to compare the year in school that graduates 
and undergraduates worked. This was because of the way the question on 
job history was stated. That is, the respondent was to list the last 
job held as an undergraduate. This would most likely be in the 
graduates later years of school. In fact, 84.4 per cent of the working 
graduates reported working as seniors. 
Employer 
In 1955, of those graduates listing their last part-time job as 
an undergraduate, 67.5 per cent said they were employed by Oklahoma 
State University. This was ,very close to the percentage of under-
graduates of 1967 that were employed at some time by OSU (66.9). 
Again, the second major employer was some Stillwater business (16.9 per 
cent), 'followed by non-Stillwater businesses, and "other" (both with 6.5 
per cent) and, finally, 2.6 per cent were self-employed. Based on the 
information reported, the employment patterns with. :respect to employer 
?:': ..... :,;./:;? 
have not changes significantly in the last thirtee~ y~ars (Table XXV',). 
Type of Work 
With respect to the type of work, there was a significant 
:~:\~~'.'it'.; 
difference between graduates and undergraduates·in the type of work 
performed. Professional or technical work was reported by 28.6 per cent 
of working graduates, but working undergraduates reported only 15.4 per 
cent in this job category. About the same percentage of both graduates 
and undergraduates reported doing clerical or sales work, that is, 29.9 
-.:-·-..:.;: ... 
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per cent for graduates and 26.2 for undergraduates. A rathei unexpected 
!, 
result was the large difference between working graduates and under-
graduates in terms of service work. Working graduates reported only 
10,4 per cent did service type work, and undergraduates reported 30.8 
per cent were doing service work. The only other major difference in 
the type of work was undergraduates listed 11 other 11 types more often--
16,2 and 5.2 per cent for undergraduates and graduates, respectively. 
Hours Worked and Wage Rate 
Graduates that worked reported working an average of 17.9 hours per 
week at an average wage rate of 85 cents per hour. This was an average 
of $15.22 per week. Again allowing 4.3 weeks per month, the average 
monthly earnings for students in 1955 were $65.90. Using the t•test for 
comparison, a significant difference was found to exist between both the 
average number of hours worked and wages. In terms of average number of 
hours worked, graduates worked a higher (t = 2.20) number of hours per 
week, in fact an average of 2,5 hours per week more, Graduates earned 
less (t = 4.22) per hour, The difference in average wages between the 
two groups was 29 cents per hour, 
Previous Jobs 
When the second job listed by graduates was considered, this tended 
to diminish the difference in the type of employment between graduates 
and undergraduates. In the second job cat~g:~;i;:y, employment in service 
: .: :, :(.~;·::.~,/'"·', 
areas increased for graduates to 24.3 per cent and professional and 
technical employment declined to 13.5 per cent (Table XXVI). 
The second job listed by graduates was almost identical to the 
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,, 
first job with respect to wages and hours. In this category graduates 
worked an average of 17.8 hours per week at an average hourly rate 
of 8.5 cents. 
Relationship Between Family Income and Assistance 
The relationship between all graduates reporting family income and 
a$sistance as indicated by a correlation coefficient of -.12 does not 
~ppear at all significant. In fact, when this is compared to all 
undergraduates (with a correlation coefficient of -.09), one can only 
say that the data seem to indicate no change in the very weak relationa 
ship over thirteen years. A more valid statement may be that no 
relationship existed for either group. 
Adjustment for Inflation 
In order to determine the real changes in family income, assistance 
levels 9 cost of education, and wage rates, an adjustment for inflation 
was used. The consumer price index was used as the means of adjustment 
for inflation. Using the base period 1957-59, the consumer price index 
was 93.3 in 1955 (6) and 11& in 1967 (7). 
Family Incomes 
Adjusted for price level changes using the above indices, one finds 
that over the thirteen year period real median family incomes of 
students had increased by about 20 per cent. 
Cost of Education 
Using cost of education data for Oklahoma State University in 
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1955 (8) and 1967 (9), one finds that real education costs (housing, 
board and room, books, and tuition)have increased by about 18 per cent 
in the last thirteen years. 
Amount of Assistance 
Media.n non-parental financial assistance (in real terms) received 
by respondents has increased by about 60 per cent in the last 
thirteen years. 
W~e Rates 
In the thirteen year period 1955-67, real wages of student 
part~time workers increased by only seven per cent. 
Impact of Inflation 
Considering the impact of inflation on costs of education, 
assistance levels, and wage rates, several things seem apparent. Firstj 
family incomes of students have increased at about the same rate as the 
cost of education at Oklahoma State University. That is to say, in 
real terms the share of family incomes going for college expenses is 
about the same today as it was thirteen years age. Second, the increase 
in real wages has lagged far behind the increase in real incomes or 
assistance levels. Third, it does seem quite evident that both federal 
and private financial a.ssistance programs have been quite effective in 
making more money available to students to finance their college 
educations. This conclusion is supported by the fact that in the last 
thirteen years median assistance levels received by students at 
Oklahoma State University have increased by about 60 per cent. 
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AVERAGE AGE OF RESPONDENTS 
Undeq~raduates ,/ 
~on-
Total Working working Total 
Average age (years) 20.2 20.6 20.0 36.3 
Standard deviation 2.7 1.9 3.1 4.3 
Variance 7 .4 3.7 9.5 18.9 
Sample size 349 131 218 151 
TABLE II 
MARITAL STATUS AND SEX OF RESPONDENTS 
(Per Cent of Respective Sample)a 
Undergraduates I 
Non-
Total Working working Total 
Marital status 
Single 86.2 80.2 90.0 3.3 
Married 13 .5 19.8 10.4 92.6 
Widowed .3 o.o .5 .7 
Separated o.o o.o o.o .7 
Divorced o.o o.o o.o 2,7 
Sex 
Male 58.5 59.5 57.8 66.9 
Female 41.4 40.5 42.2 33.1 
Sample size 349 131 218 151 





















PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS WORKING PART-TIME BY COLLEGE 
Undergraduates Graduates 
Per cent Sample Per cent 
working size. working 
/ {'fl c,-f-/!__ ~( <::' • :i1(:;..t,.:; •• ,_.,, c:: . .,..·, . .,,,~.--.·.t· 
Agriculture 39.3 28 65.6 
,,.-.Arts and Science 35.1 114 66.6 
,- Business 44.5 72 74.1 
/Education 36.6 41 23 .8 
Engineering 2.9. 8 47 54.0 
Technical Institute 60.0 5 o.o 
, Home Economics 33.4 39 81.3 
Veterinary Medicine 100.0 3 100.0 
.TABLE IV /,•' 
./ 
PERCENTAGE OF UNDERGRADUATES WORKING 
PART-TIME BY CLASS 
Per cent Sample 
working size 
Freshman 12.7 87 
Sophomore 40.9 88 
Junior 44.0 100 












u. s. citizen 










aPercenta$~S may not 
TABLE V 
NATIONALITY OF RESPONDENTS 
(Per Cent of Respective Sample) 
Undergraduates 
Non;. 
Total Working work,vig Total 
97.7 97.7 97.7 100.0 
2.3 2.3 2.3 o.o 
349 131 218 151 
TABLE VI 
RACE OF RESPONDENTS 
(Per Cent of Respective Sample)a 
Undergraduates 
Non-
Total Working working Total 
96. 9 97.7 96.3 97.4 
.6 .8 .5 1.3 
.9 o.o 1.4 1.3 
.6 o.o .9 o.o 
.6 o.o .9 o.o 
.6 1.5 o.o o.o 
0.0 o.o o.o o.o 
349 131 218 151 




















RESPONDENTS WORKING PART·TIME IN STILLWATER WHILE 
CARRYING AT LEAST SIX SEMESTER HOURS 
Per cent employed 






REASON FOR EMPLOYMENT 





Working Undergraduates Working Graduates 
School expenses 
Funds for leisure 
























REASON fOR NOT WORKING 
(Per Cent of Respective Sample)a 
Interference with academic or 
co-curricular work 
Parental opposition 
Not inclined to work and could 
manage without the income 
Could not find work 












aPercentages may not add to 100% due to rounding. 











RESPONDENTS WORKING PART-TIME IN OTHER CITIES 
(Per Cent of Respective Sample) 
Undergraduates Graduates 
Non- Non-
Total Working working Total Working working 
Worked part-time in 
other cities 14.3, 18.13 11.9 11.9 10.6 14.0 
Sample size 349 131 218 151 94 57 
TABLE XI 
JOB .. SEEKING ACTIVITIES OF RESPONDENTS 






Total Working working Total Working working 
Looked for a part• 
time job in 
Stillwater as an 
undergraduate 40.1 75.6 18.8 42.4 64.9 5.3 
Sample size 349 131 218 151 94 57 
TABLE XII 
TYPE OF WORK SOUGHT BY RESPONDENTS 
(Per Cent of Respective Sample)a 
Undergraduates Graduates 
Non- Non, 
Total Working working Total Working working 
Clerical 20.5 21.9 17.9 11.4 9.4 33.3 
Semi-skilled 
or unskilled 13. 7 10.5 19.6 15.7 14.1 33.3 
Sales 8.1 4.8 14.3 2.9 3.1 o.o 
Tutor 1.9 1.0 3.6 1.4 1.6 o.o 
Any type 39.1 46.7 25.0 55.7 59.4 16.7 
Other 16.8 15.2 19.6 12.9 12.5 16.7 
Sample size 161 105 56 70 64 6 
aPercentages may not add to 100% due to rounding. 
TABLE XIII 
METHODS OF FINDING PART-TIME EMPLO~ENT USED BY RESPONDENTS 
(Per Cent of Respective Sample)a 
55 
Working Undergraduates Working Graduates 
Some university office 
or department 
Talking to employers 
Friends or relatives 











aPercentages may not add to 100% due to rounding. 
TABLE XIV 
RESPONDENTS WHO THOUGHT OF WORKING PART~TIME 
BEFORE COMING TO SCHOOL AT OSU 










Total WorkJ.ng working Total Working working 
Thought of working 
part-time 61.6 73.3 54.6 58.3 70.2 38.6 
Sample size 349 131 218 151 94 57 
TABLE XV 
OVERALL UNDERGRADUATE GRADE POINT AVERAGES OF RESPONDENTS 
(Based on 4.0) 
Undergraduates Graduates 
Non-
Total Working working Total Working 
Average grade point 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.9 2.9 
Standard deviation .6 .6 .6 .4 .4 
Variance .3 .3 .3 .2 .2 
Sample size 349 131 218 151 94 
TABLE XVI 
OCCUPATION OF FATHER WHEN RESPONDENT WAS AN UNDERGRADUATE 
(Per Cent of Respective Sample)a 
Undergraduates Graduates 
Non .. 
Total Working working Total Working 
Professional or 
technical 33.8 33.6 33.9 13. 9 13. 8 
Farm or farm related 10.0 13 .o 8.3 33.1 28.7 
Manager or proprietor 28.4 27.5 28.9 23 .2 23 .4 
Clerical or sales 9.5 8.4 10.0 9.3 11. 7 
Craftsman or foreman 13 .2 13 .o 13.3 11.3 12.8 
Operator 1. 7 1.5 1.8 3.3 3.2 
Private household 
worker o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
Service, excluding 
private household 1.2 1.5 .9 o.o o.o 
Laborer, including 
farm and mine 1.2 .8 1.4 1.3 1.0 
Other 1.2 .8 1.4 4.6 5.3 
Sample size 349 '131 218 151 94 






















EFFECT OF WORKING PART-TIME ON GRADE POINT AVERAGE 
(Per Cent of Respective Sample) 
57 
Working Undergraduates Working Graduates 
Working part-time lowered 
grade point average 42.6 
Sample size 131 
TABLE XVIII 
AVERAGE PROPORTION OF SCHOOL EXPENSES PROVIDED 
BY RESPONDENTS WORKING PART-TIME 
(Per Cent of Respective Sample)& 
20.4 
94 
Working Undergraduates Working Graduates 
None 9.2 
Less than 25 per cent 51.2 
25 to 49 per cent 29.8 
50 to 75 per cent 6.9 
More than 75 per cent 3.1 
Median percentageb 20.0 
Sample si11e 131 
aPercentages may not add to 100% due to rounding. 
bBased on grouped data 
TABLE XIX 
EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES OF PART-TIME WORK 








Working Undergraduates Working Graduates 
Working part-ti·me did 
provide educational 
experiences of value 






PERCENTAGE OF RESPECTIVE SAMPLE WILLING TO WORK AT SPECIFIC JOBS 
Unde:q~radua tes Graduates 
Non-
Total . Working working Total Working 
Waiting tables in 
Student Union 21.2 26.0 18.1 46.4 50.0 
Washing dishes 17.3 22.1 14.2 44.3 47.8 
Cashier in bookstore 77.3 84.0 73.0 80.7 78.3 
Sales work 77 .6 81. 7 75.0 73.6 71. 7 
Secretary or 
bookkeeper 56.4 58.8 54.9 52.9 55.4 
Laboratory assistant 69.6 76.3 65.2 73 .6 79.4 
Tutor 59.4 63 .4 56.9 58.6 62.0 
Janitor 27.5 32.1 ,24.5 45.7 53.3 
Summation of all jobs 50.8 55.5 47.7 59.5 62.2 
Sample size 335 131 204 140 92 
TABLE XXI 
NET ANNUAL FAMILY INCOME OF RESPONDENTS AS UNDERGRADUATES 















Total Working working Total Working working 
Less than $3,000 4.0 5.3 3.2 12.6 17.0 5.3 
$3,000 to $5,000 10.6 16.0 7.3 19.2 22.3 14.0 
$5,001 to $7,500 15.2 14.5 15.6 20.5 20.2 21.1 
$7,501 to $10,000 16.6 16.0 17.0 17.9 17.0 19.3 
More than $10,000 37.3 32.1 40.4 15.2 12.8 19.3 
Do not know 16.3 16.0 16.5 14.6 10.6 21.1 
Median family income b $9310 $8452 $9797 $6065 $5526 $'6917 
Sample size 349 131 218 151 94 57 
~Percentages may not add to 100% due to rounding. 
Based ongrouped data 
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TABLE XXlI 
NON-PARENTAL FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE RECEIVED BY RESPONDENTS 
Undergraduates Graduates 
Non- Non-
Total Working working Total Working working 
Per cent of total 
sample receiving 
one source of 




Loan 28.6 30.1 27.4 17.5 22.0 4.8 
Federal grant 10.7 10.9 10.5 o.o o.o o.o 
National Defense 
Loan 16.1 21. 9 11.6 o.o o.o o.o 
Scholarship 30.4 2.3 .3 35.8 41.4 37 .3 52.5 
GI Bill 1.8 2.7 1.5 28.8 27.1 33.3 
Work-study 2.4 4.1 1.5 o.o o.o o.o 
Other 10.2 6.9 12.6 12.5 13 .6 9.5 
Per cent of total 
sample receiving 
two sources of 
assistance 18.6 26.7 13. 8 11.9 16.0 5.3 
Per cent of total 
sample receiving 
three sources of 





Loan 19.1 18.6 19.4 15.2 18.7 4.2 
Federal grant 8.3 6.8 9.7 o.o o.o o.o 
National Defense 
Loan 20.2 22.0 18.7 o.o o.o o.o 
Scholarship 30.2 22.9 36.6 37.4 34.7 45.8 
GI Bill 3.2 5.1 1.5 27.3 26.7 29.2 
Work-study 7.5 12.7 3.0 o.o o.o o.o 
Other 11.5 11.9 11.2 20.2 20.0 20.8 
Sample size · 349 131 218 151 94 57 
a . 
Percentages may not add to 100% due to rounding. 
TABLE XXIII 
AMOUNT OF NON-PARENTAL FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 
RECEIVED PER SEMESTER BY RESPONDENTS 
(Per Cent of Respective Sample)a 
Undergraduates Graduates 
Non-
Total Working working Total Working 
Less than $100 7.2 8.3 6.3 32.9 33.9 
$100 to $199 17.4 20.8 14.7 24.1 23. 7 
$200 to $299 18.0 22.2 14.7 11.4 10.2 
$300 to $399 15.0 16.7 13. 7 5.1 5.1 
$400 to $499 13. 2 11.1 14.7 15.2 18.6 
$500 or more 29.3 20.8 35.8 11.4 8.5 
Median assistanceb $350 $294 $404 $171 $168 
Sample size 168 73 95 79 59 
~Percentages may not add to 100% due to rounding. 
Based on grouped data 
TABLE XXIV 
NUMBER OF FIVE CLOSEST FRIENDS AS UNDERGRADUATES 
THAT WORKED PART-TIME 
(Per Cent of Respective Sample)a 
Undergraduates Graduates 
Non-
Total Working working Total Working 
None 30.1 12.2 40.8 22.5 12.8 
One 19.8 16.8 21.6 17.9 16.0 
Two 22.1 24.4 20.6 17.2 16.0 
Three 14.9 18.3 12.8 24.5 28.7 
Four 6.3 13. 7 1.8 8.0 11.7 
Five 6.9 14.5 2.3 9.9 14. 9 
Sample size 349 131 218 151 94 






















PART-TIME JOB HISTORY·· PRESENT OR LAST JOB 
· (Per Cent of Respective Sample)a 





Distributiqn by employer 
Stillwater business 




Distribution by type of work 
Professional or technical 
Farm or farm related 
Manager or proprietor 
Clerical or sales 
Craftsman or f ore·man 
Operator 
Private household worker 
Service, excluding private 
household 
Laborer, including farm 
and mine 
Other 
Average hours per week 



















































PART-TIME JOB HISTORY·· ANY PREVIOUS JOB 
(Per Cent of Respective Sample)a 





Distribution by employer 
Stillwater business 




Distribution by type of work 
Professional or technical 
Farm or farm related 
Manager or proprietor 
Clerical or sales 
Craftsman or foreman 
Operator 
Private household worker 
Service, excluding private 
household 
Laborer, including farm 
and mine 
Other 
Average hours per week 



















































COVER LETTERS FOR LABOR 
MARKET QUESTIONNAIRE 
63 
UNDERGRADUATE COVER LETTER 
November 20, 196 7 
Dear (Student's first name): 
I am currently a graduate student in Economics doing research for a 
masters thesis on labor market conditions of undergraduates in 
Stillwater, Oklahoma. I am interested in finding current data on 
work attitudes, wage rates, and the number of hours worked. 
The enclosed questionnaire was designed to obtain current information 
on labor market conditions and attitudes of undergraduates. Your 
name on the questionnaire will be used only to determine who has not 
returned a questionnaire. 
Your cooperation in completing this quei;tionnaire and returning it 
to me in the enclosed envelope will be greatly appreciated. All 
responses will be considered confidential. 
Sincerely, 
n#:ts!b~ 
Manpower Research and Training Center 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 
Enclosures 
64 
GRADUATE COVER LETTER 
February 17, 1968 
Dear OSU Graduate: 
I am currently a graduate student in Economics doing research for a 
masters thesis on labor market conditions of undergraduates in 
Stillwater, Oklahoma. I am interested in finding data on work 
attitudes, wage rates, and the number of hours worked. 
The enclosed questionnaire was designed to obtain information on 
labor market conditions and attitudes when you were an undergraduate. 
Your name on the questionnaire will be used only to determine who 
has not returned a questionnaire. 
Your cooperation in completing this questionnaire and returning it 
to me in the enclosed envelope will be greatly appreciated. All 
responses will be considered confidential. · 
Sincerely, 
nf::!f llbf'f 
Manpower Research and Training Center 
Oklahoma State University 




COMPUTER PROGRAM USED IN LABOR 
MARKET SURVEY AND ANALYSIS' 
66 
COMPUTER PROGRAM USED IN CONNECTION WITH AN IBM 7040 COMPUTER 





















































PROGRAM FOR TABULATION OF QUESTIONNAIRES 
FORMAT 112,1X,1311,F5.2,411,1X,1411,1X,3Il,12,F4.2 1 1X,31!,12,F4.21 
FORMAT 172A 11 
FORMAT l32X,72All 
FORMAT fllX,18F6.2,lX,F6.2l 
FORMAT f50X,29HPERCENTAGFS 100 PER CENT =,F8.21 
FORMAT f56X,19HNUM8ER OF AESPONSFSI 
FORMAT (53X,26HPER CENT OF TOTAL RESPONSEl 
FORMAT llOA!I 
FORMAT (6lX,5HTABLE,lX,5Al/lH01 
FORMAT I lH I 
FORMAT 157X,l6HAGE DISTRIBUTION! 
FORMAT l!HOI 
FORMAT I 1Hl/32X,72Al/1HDI 
FORMAT I lHl I 




FORMAT I 20X, l6HMEA·N AGE 
25X,Fl0.4,lDX,8HVIRIANCE,Fl5.4) 
,5X,FR.4,10X,18HSTANDARD DEVIATION, 
FORMAT 154X,22HMARITAL STATUS ANO SEXI 
FORMAT IBX,lHO,BX,1Hl,BX,lH2,8X,lH3,BX,lH4,8X,1H5,8X,lH6,8X,1H7, 
2BX, lHS, BX, 1H9, BX ,4HMALE, 5X,6HF FM ALE ,5X, 5HTOUL} 
FORMAT C4X~lDIF6.0,3Xl,2X,F6.0,3X;F6.0,6X,F6.0I 
FORMAT (62X,7HCOLLEGEI 








FORMAT 140X,10HUS CHIZEN,10X,14HNON US ClTIZEN,lOX,5HTOTAll 
FORMAT 140X,F6.D,18X,F6.0,13X,F6.0) 
FORMAT (63X,4HRACE) 
FORMAT 12X,5HWHITE,7X,5HNEGR0,9X,17H!N6IAN IAMEAICANl,5X,8HOR[FNTA 
2L, 9X, 15HOTHER NON-W>ll TE,4X, 16HSPANI SH-AMER! CAN,oX, lOHALL OTHERS, 
37X, 5HTOTAL I 
FORMAT ( 1X,F6.0, 5X ,F6. 0~ l4X,F6. 0, 13X ,F6.0, 16X,F6. O, l 3X, F6 .O, 12X, 
2F6.0,BX,F6.0I 
FORMAT I 15X, 105HAS AN UNDERGRADUATE HAVE YOU EVER WORKED PART-TIME 
2 IN STILLWATER WHILE CARRYING AT LEAST 6 SE"ESTFR HOURS) 
FORMAT I 25X, 2HNO, 20X, BHFULL Tl ME, 20X ,9HPART-TI ME, 20X,5HTOT AL I 
FORMAT 119X,F6.0,22X,F6.0,23X,F6.0,21X,F6.0I 
FORMAT f55X,2lHREASON FOR EMPLOYMENT) 
FORMAT 13X,15HSCHOOL EXPENSES, BX,7HLEISURE,6X,12HINDEPENOENCE,5X, 
211HGRAD SCHOOL,4X,12HSELF-SUPPORT,5X,11HFAM SUPPORT,5X,5HOTHER, 
38X, 5HTOTAL I 
228 FORMAT C8X,F6.0,5110X,F6.0l,BX,F6.0,RX,F6.0I 
230 FORMAT l54X,22HREASON FOR NOT WORKING.I 
231 FORMAT (2X,12HINTERFERENCE,6X,17HPARENT OPPOSITION,6X,16HNOT INC 
ZTO WORK,6X,l3HNOT FIND WORK,6X,14HWORKED SUMMERS,7X,5HOTHER,7X,. 
35HTOTAL I 
232 FORMAT l6X,F6.0,15X,F6.0,14X,F6.0,l3X,F6.0,l4X,F6.0wllX,F6.0, 
27X,F6.0) 
235 FORMAT 124X,83HHAVE YOU EVER WORKED PART-TIME IN ANY OTHER CITY OR 
2 COMMUNITY OTHER THAN STILLWATER I 
236 FORMAT l47X,3HYES,15X,2HN0,15X,5HTOTALI 
237 FORMAT l44X,F6.0,11X,F~.o.14x,F6.0) 
240 FORMAT I 2qx, 75HAS AN UNDERGRADUATE, HAVE YOU EVER LOOKED FOR A PAR 
2T-TIME JOB IN STILLWhTERI 
241 FORMAT (47X,3HYES,15X,2HN0,15X,5HTOTALI 
242 FORMAT 144X,F6.0,llX,F6.0,14X,F6.0I 
245 FORMAT 126X,79HIF YOU LOOKED FOR A JOB, WHAT ONE TYPE OF PART-TIME 
2 WORK WERE YOU MOST SEEKING I 
246 FORMAT lllX,8HCLERICAL,9X,9HUNSK1LLE0,9X,5HSILES,9X,5HTUTOR, 
29X,8HANY TYPE,9X,5HOTHER,12X,5HTOTALI 
247 FORMAT 111X,F6.0,12X,F6.0,BX,F6.0,BX,F~.o.11x,F6.0,BX,F6.0,l3X, 
2F6.0I 
250 FORMAT·( l8X,100HIF YOU WORKED PART-TIME IN STILLWATER WHICH OF THE 
2 FOLLOWING HELPED YOU MOST IN FINDING EMPLOYMENT .I 
251 .FORMAT 16X,12HUNIV. OFFICE,6X,17HTALK TO EMPLOYERS,6X,7HFRIENOS, 
26X, l4HEMPLOY. OFF ICE, ax, 14HAOVER TI.SEMENTS, ,,x ,5HOTHER, 9X, 5HTOT AL I 
252 FORMAT l8X,F6.0,16X,F6.0,lOX,F6.0,llX,F6.0,16X,F6.0,BX,F6.0,lOX, 
2F6.0 l 
251> FORMAT 133X,69HHAD YOU THOUGHT 0" WORKING PART-TIME 8FFORF YOU CI\M 
2E TO SCHOOL AT OSUI 
257 FORMAT 147X,3HYES,l~X,2HN0,15X,5HTOTALI 
258 FORMAT l44X,F6.0,11X,F6.0,14X,F6.0I 
260 FORMAT l46X,40HWHAT IS YOUR OVER~l.L GRADE POINT AVERAGE! 
261 FORMAT I 10X,16HMEAN GRADE PDINT,5X,F8.4,10X,1BHSTANDARD OEIIIATION 9 
2Fl5.4,10X,8HVARIANCE,Fl5.4) 
265 FORMAT l50X,31HWHAT 15 YOUR FATHERS OCCUPATION) 
266 FORMAT 13X,9HPROFESSON,3X,9HFARM MGRS,3X,9HMGRS PROP,3X,9HCLER S,U 
2E,3X,9HCRAFTSMEN,3X,9HOPERATORS,3X,9HHSLO WORK,3X,9HSERVIC~ ,3X, 
39HLABORERS ,6X,9HOTHER ,3X,5HTOTALI 
267 FORMAT (4X,F6.0,9(6X,F6.0),5X,F6.0) 
270 FORMAT I 12X,107HIF YOU HAO WORKED PART-TIME AS AN UND.ERGRADUATE 1'N 
2 STILLWATER, 00 YOU FEEL THAT IT LOWERED 'YOUR GRADE POINT) 
271 FORMAT 139X,3HYES,15X,2HN0,15X,5HTOTALI 
272 FORMAT 135X,F6.0,llX,F6.0,llX,F6.0,15X,F6.0I 
285 FORMAT 17X, 119HWH !CH OF THE FOLLOWING REPRESENTS THE AVERAGE PROl'O 
2RTIDN OF TOTAL SCHOOL EXPENSES THAT YOU·PROVIDE BY WORKING PART-Ti 
3MEI . 
286 FORMAT I 15X,4HNONE,11X,12HLESS THAN 25,11X,7H25 - 49,llX,"IH50 - 'l'5 
2,llX,12HMORF THAN 75,llX,5HTOTALI 
287 FORMAT ll2X,F6.0,l4X,F6.0,14X,F6.0,12X,F6.0,14X,F6.0,15X,F6.0I 
290 FOR~AT (5X,124HIF YOU WORKED PART-Tl~E AS AN UNOERGRAOuare, DO YOU 
2 FEEL THAT IT HAS PROVIDED EDUCATIONAL EXPERIFNCES OF VALUE IN UIT 
3ER LIFE) 
291 FORMAT 139X,3HYES,15X,2HN0,15X,5HTOTALI 
292 FORMAT 134X,F6.0,llX,F6.0,llX,F6.0,16X,F6.0I 
300 FORMAT I 24X,83HLISTEO BELOW ARE SEVERAL JOBS, INDICATE IF YOU WOUL 
20 BE WILLING TO WORK AT EACH JOBI 


































FORMAT 110X,31HWA'ITING TABLES IN STUDENT UNION,6X,l9HNUMBER OF RES 
2PONSES, lOX,F6·. o.11x.F6. 0, 14X,F6. 01 
FORMAT l39X,27HPER CENT OF TOTAL RESPONSES,11X,F7.2,10X,F7.2,13X, 
2F7.21 
FORMAT 110X,27HWASHING DISHES IN CAFETERIA,10X,19HNUMBER OF RESPON 
2SES,10XiF6.0,llX,F6.0,14X,F6.0I 
FORMAT I 10X,20HCASHIER IN BOOKSTORE,17X,19HNUMBER OF.RESPONSES, 
210X,F6.0,11X,F6.0,14X,F6.0I 
.FORMAT llOX,30HSALESMAN OR SALESLADY IN STO.RE,7X,19HNUMBl'R OF REs·p 
20NSES,10X,F6.0,11X,F6,0,14X,F6.0I 
FORMAT ( 10X,23HSECRETARY OR BOOKKEEPER,14X,l9HNUMBER OF RESPONSES, 
210X,F6.0,11X,F6.0,14X,F6.0I 
FORMAT I 10X,20HLABORIITORY ASSISTANT,l7X,19HNUMBER OF RESPONSES, 
210X,F6.0,11X,F6.0,14X,F6.0I 
FORMAT ·( lOX,5HTUTOR,32X,19HNUMBER OF RESPONSES,lOX,F6.0.llX,F6.0, 
214X,F6.0l 
FORMAT 110X,7HJANITOR,30X,19HNU~BER OF RESPONSES,1CX,F6.0,11X, 
2F6.0,14X,F6.0I 
FORMAT 176X,4511H-II 
FORMAT l41X,25HTOTAL NUMBER OF RESPONSES,lOX,F6.0,llX,F6,0,14X, 
2F6.0I 
FORMAT ·I 22X,90HAS AN UNDERGRADUATE, WHICH OF THE FOLLOWII\IG BEST RE 
2PRESENTS YOUR FAMILYS NET ANNUAL INCOME! 
FORMAT 14X,15HLESS THAN $3000,6X,llH$3000-$5000,6X,llH$5001-$7500, 
26X,12H$7501-Sl0000,6X,16HMORE THAN St0000,6X,11HDO NOT KNOW,6X,5HT 
30TALI 
FORMAT 17X9 F6.0,l2X,F6.0,12X,F6.0,12X,F6.0,15X,F6.0,12X,F6.0,9X, 
2F6.0I 
FORMAT t31X, 72HAS .AN UNDERGRADUATE DID YOU RECEIVE ASSISTANCE FROM 
2 ANY OF THE FOLLOWING) 
FORMAT 15X,9HNO ASSIST,6X,4HLOAN,6X,9HFED GRANT,6X,12HNAT DEF LOAN 
2,6X, 11HSCHOLARSHI P ,6X, 7HG I B ILL,6X, 10HWORK-STUDY,6X ,5HCITHER, 6X, 
311HTOTAL ASST. l . 





27X, F6.0, 6X,F6. 0, lX, 5HTHREE.J 
.FORMAT ( 8X,F6.0,4X,F6.0., 9X,F6. O, 10X,f6. 0,9X,F6.0 ,AX,f 6 .o, lOX, F6 .. O, 
27X,F6.0,6X,F6,0,3X,3HALLI 
FORMAT I 4X, 126HWHI CH UF THE FOLLOW! NG BEST ·REPRESEIIITS THF 4VERAGE 
2AMOUNT ··of '!ONEY YOU RECEIVED PER SEMESTER FROM THF SOURCES INDICAT 
3TEO ABOVEI . 
FORMAT 17X,l4HLESS THAN Sl00,7X,9HSl00-$199,7X,9HS200-S299,7X, 
29H$300-S399,7X,9H$400-$499,7X,12H$500 OR MORE,lOX,SHTOTALI 
FORMAT lllX,F6.0•12X,F6.0,10X,F6.0,lOX,F6.0,IOX,F6.0,llX,F6.0,13X, 
2F6.0·I . 
FORMAT 131X,72HHOW MANY OF YOUR FIVE CLOSEST FRIENDS AS U~DERGRADU 
2ATES WORKED PART-TlMEJ 
FORMAT I 23X,4HNONE, lOX, 3HONE, 1 OX, 3HTWO, lOX, SHTHREE, lOX .. 4HFOUR, lOX, 
24HFIVE,10X,5HTOTALI 
FORMAT (21X,F6,0,7X,F6.0,7X,F6.0,9X,F6.0,BX,F6.0,RXiF6.0,9X,F6.01 
FORMAT I lH/l/ II 
FORMAT ·I 1Hl,22X,70HA LABOR MARKET SURVEY ANO ANALYSIS OF OSU UNDER 
2GRADUATES ANO GRAOUATES///65X,2HRY/15.9X,l4HDAVID R. SHBYI . 















































FORMAT (2X,F7.2,4X 1 F7,2,13X,F7.2,12X,F7.2,15X,F7,2,12X,F7.2,9X, 
2F7.2,9X,F7~21 . . . . 





FORMAT I 45X,F7. 2, 10X,F7·. 2, 13X,F7. 21 
FOR~AT 112~ 1 F7.2,ilX,F7.2,7X,F7.2,7X,F7.2,lOX,F7.2;7X,F7.2,12X, 
2F7.2J 




FORMAT (37X,F7.2,lOX,F7.2 1 lOX,F7.2,13X,F7.21 
FORMAT 113X,F7.2,13X,F7.2,13X,F7.2,11X,F7.2,13X;F7.2,14X,F7.21 
FORMAT 137X,F7.2,lOX,F7.2 1 lOX,F7.2,13X 1 F7.21 
FORMAT lllX,F7.?1 8X,F7.2,llX,F7.2,11X,F7.2,l4X 1 F7.2,llX,~7.2,8X, 
2F7.21 
FORMAT 19X,F7.2,3X,F7.2,8X,F7.2,9X,F7.2 1 BX;F7.2,7X,F7.2,9X,F7.2, 




FORMAT ·I lOX, ll 5H--------------------------------------------
2--------------· --- . ---------------------------------------~, 
FORMAT I 54X, 11HJOB HI STORY, 10X,5HJ08 lJ 
FORMAT 154X,11HJOB HISTORY,lOX,5HJOB 21 
FORMAT 149X,llHJOB HISTORY,10X,15HTOTAL.OF 2 JOBSI 
FORMAT I 39X, 53HJOB HI STORY OF OSU UNDERGRA.DUATES i MAXI MUM OF 2 JOB 
2SII 
l'ORMAT lllX 1 2HFR,l5X,2HS0,15X,2HJR,15X,2HSR,15X,2HSP,15X,2HGR, 
214X,5HTOTALI . . 
FORMAT IBX,F6.0,5111X,F6.0J,12X,F6.0J 
FORMAT l7X, lOHSTiLL ·suss. 7X.IOHOKLA. STATE ,7)(, lOHNON ST BUS, 7X, 10HS 
2 ELF EMPED, lOX, 5HOTHER,9X, lOH**·********, lOX,5HTOTALI 
FORMAT (9X,F7.2,5110X,F7.2l,11X,F7.21 
FORMAT (·BX,8HCLERICAL 1 10X,5HSALES,8X,11HMAINTENANCE,6X 1 9HCAFETERIA 
2,9X,7HLABORER,llX 1 5HOTHER,12X,5HTOTALI . 
FORMAT 151X,34H**********YEAR IN SCHOOL**********) 
FPRMAT 154X,28H**********EMPLOYER**********I 
FORMAT l52X,32H**********TYPE OF WORK**********I 
FORMAT I lOX,13HJOB l AVG HRS,Fl0 .• 4,lOX,18HSTANDARD DEVfATION.,Fl5.4 
1,10X,l4HJOB l VARIANCE,Fl5.41 
·FORMAT I 10X, l3HJOB 2 AVG HRS,Fl0.4,JOX,lBHSTIINDARD DEVUTION,Fl 5.4 
l,10X,14HJOB 2 VARIA~CE,Fl5.4J 
FORMAT I 10X,15HJOB l AVG WAGES,F8,4,10X,18HSTANDARO DEVIATIDN 9·7X, 
.2F8.4wlOX,14HJOB 1 VAR!At-'CE,Fl.5.41. . 
FORMAT llOX,15HJ08 2 AVG WAGES,F8.4,lOX 9 18HSTANOARD OEVIATION,7X 9 
2F8.4,lOX,14HJOB 2 VARIANCE,Fl5.4J 
FORMAT 110X,15HJOB l WK EARNS ,Fl0.41 
FORMAT llOX,15HJOB 2 WK ~ARNS ,Fl0.41 
FORMAT 113) . 
FORMAT l2112,2Xll 
FORM.AT I lHO,lOHT-VALUES , 12, 
22H--, I 2, 6X, 10HJ08l HOURS, 5X, 10HJOB2 HOURS ,5X, I OH JOBI· WAGES,5X, 10HJ · 
Cl' 
00 
3082 WAGES,5X,IOHGRAOE PT.,5X,10HWK EARNS l,5X,10HWK EARNS 21 
779 FORMAT ·I lH ,20X,71Fl0.4,5XI I 
BOO FORMAT ( lox·,7oHCORRELATION COEFICIENT BHWEEN FAMILY INCOME AND AS 
2SISTANCE (CORI • ,F15,4,5X,3HN •,FB,01 
805 FORMAT 11Hl,54X,12HSAMPLE SIZESI 
806 FORMAT 11H0,34X,llHMEAN ·NUMBER,lOX,4HJOBl,lOX,4HJOB2,lOX,lOHGRADE 
2 PT.I . 
807 FORMAT I lH0,38X,I2,13X,F6.0,8X,F6.0,lOX,F6.0I 
815 FORMAT ··I lHl, 56X, l 9HCHI sour.RE ANAL YSI S//45X, 12HEXPECTEO • , I 2, lOX 
2,12HOBSERVEO • ,12//1 
816 FORMAT 11H0,4X,3A6,5X,1111X,F8,211 
817 FORMAT I 12A6 I -
818 FORMAT llH0,27X,1011X,I7,lXl,5HTOTALI 
825 FORMAT 122112, lXI I 
950 FORMAT f lOX,5HTGPA=,lOX,Fl5,4,lOX,4HGPA•,10X,Fl5.41 
955 FORMAT ·I 10F8.0I 
960 FORMAT 11Hl,55X,19HMANN-WHITNF.Y U TEST/I 
961 FORMAT·[ 1H0,25X,40HTEST FOR DIFFERENCE IN FAMILY INCD"ES ,6X,. 
23HZ = , F 15,41 
962 FORMAT I 1H0·,25X,46HTEST FOR DIFFERENCE IN AMOUNT OF ASSISTANCE 
23HZ • ,F15,4.I • 
966 FORMAT llH ,25X,3HS •,Fl5,41 
965 FORMAT llH ,25X,3HU •,Fl5,41 
3001 FORMAT 134X,27HPER CENT OF TOTAL RESPONSES,18X,3HYES,15X,2HNO, 
21·5X,5HTOTALI 
3002 FORMAT llOX, 31HWAIT1\IG TABLES IN STUDENT UNION,33X,F7.2, 10X,F7. 2, 
213X,F7.2i . 
3004 FORMAT llOX,27HWASHl~G DISHER IN CAFETERIA,37X,F7,2,10X,F7,2,13X, 
2F7,21 . 
3005.FORMAT 110X,20HCASHIER IN BOOKSTORE,44X,F7 •. 2·,10X,F7.2,l'IX,F7.2l 
3006 FORMAT 110X,30HSALESMAN OR SALES·LAOY IN STORE,·34X,F7.2,10X,F7.2, 
213X,F7,21 . 
3007 FORMAT I 10X,23HSECRHARY. OR BOOKK!'FPER,41X,F7.2.,10X,F7.2,13ic,FT.21 
3008 FORMAT (10X,20HLARORATORY ASSISTANT,44X,F7.2,10X,F7.2,13X,F7.21 
3009 ·FORMAT I lOX,5HTUTOR,59X,F7.2,lOX,F7,2,13X,F7,21 
3010 FORMAT I lOX,7H.JANITUR,57X,F7~2,tOX,F7.2,13X,F7,21 
3012 FUR MAT 115X,5HTOTAL,54X,'F7 ,2, 10X,F7 ,2, 13X ,FT. 21 
DIMENSION XYllOI . 
DIM·ENSION BGCLl3,101,BGCI 13,101 
DIMENSION NAM150,101 
DIMENSION AGl201,AMl201,ACOLl101,ACLASl101,ANAl51,ARACl101, 
2A08( 51.A091 lOI. AOlOl 101, AOl 1151, A012 I 51 ,AQ13 no,. AQ.14110 I, 
3Jf01_5( 51,A0171201,AQl 815 I ,A019( 101.,.A02015 r ,A021 no, 31; L02l I 10 I 




DIMENSION 4024110 J ,AQ24P 1101 ,A0251101 ,AOi5P i 101 
DIMENSION AQ26Al{l01,AQ26A21101,AQ26A31201 
DIMENSION A26AlPl101,A26A2PllOl,A26A3Pl201 
OlMENS ION A023H 101,AQ232 I 10J ,AQ233 ll01 ,A023TI 101,AQ23TP( 10 I 
DIMENSION AQ221101,A022~1101 
DI MENS.ION A026Bll 101,A026B21iOI, AQ26B3120 l ,·A·26BlP·llO I ,A26B.ZPI 10 J., 
2A26B3P1201 
DIMENSION LABELl721 
O fM·ENSJcON TSDJlHI 2001, TSDJ2HI 200 I, TSOJlWI 2001, TSDJ2WI 200 J 
DIMENSION SDJlftl 2001, SDJ2HI 2001 ,SOJl Wl200 I, SOJ2WI 2001, A~J IHI 251, 








O IMENSll)N AMWK11251,AMWK2(251.SS11251 .ss212s1 ·, TSOW11251, TSOW2( 251, 
2SDWK11251,SDWK21251 
INDEX • 1 
PRINT 502 
CONTINUE 
DO 2 M=l,20 
AGIMI = o.o· 
AMIMI • 0.0 
A0171 MI • 0.0 
AGPIMI • O.O 
.AMPIMI • 0.0 
A017PIMI = 0.0 
AQ26A31MI = 0.0 
A02683(MI • 0.0 
A26A3PIMI = O.O 
A26B3PIMI = O.O 
CONTINUE. 
OD 3 M•l,10 
ACOLIMI • O.O 
ACLASIMI • o.o 
ARACIMI • O.O 
A091MI • 0.0 
AOlOIMI • O.O 
A0131MI • 0.0 
A0141MI • 0.0 
AQ19IMI • O.O 
LQ211MI = 0 
AQ221MI = 0.0 
AQ2311!!1 = o.o 
AQ2321'11 = O.O 
AQ2331 .. I = 0.0 
A023TI MI • 0.0 
A0241MI = O.O 
AQ2511!1 = D.O 
ACOLPIMI = 0.0 
ACLASPIMI • O.O 
ARACPIMI = O.O 
AQ9PIMI • 0,0 
AQlOPIMf = 0.0 
AQ13Pll!I = 0.0 
.A014PIMI • O.O 
AQ22POU • O.O 
A023TPIMI • 0.0 
A024PIMI = O.O 
AQ25Pl'II • 0.0 
A026Al(M) = 0.0 
AQ26A2041 • 0,0 
AQ26BllMI • 0.0 
A026B21MI = 0.0 
A26A1PIMI = 0.0 
A26A2PIMI • 0.0 
A26BlPIMI • O.O 
A26B2PIMI = 0.0 
DD 3 N=l,3 
()\ 
'° 
AOZlPIM,Nl = O.O 
AOZllM,NI = O.O 
3 CONTINUE 
DO 9 M=l,5 
ANAIMl = O.O 
AOB!"II = O.O 
AQll(MI = O.O 
AOlZIMl = .O.O 
A015CMI = D.O 
AOlBIMI = O.O 
AOZOIM) = 0.0 
ANAPIMl = O.O 
AOBP(MJ = 0.0 
AOllPIMJ = O.O· 
AOlZPCMl = O.O 
A015PI M·1 = o.·o 
AOIBPIMI = O.O 
A019P1Ml = O.O 
AOZOP(Ml = 0.0 
9 CONTINUE 
TGPA = 0.0 
TSA016 = O.O 
LAGT = 0 
TSUMAZ·= O.O 
8 = o.o 
CT= O.O 
SUMX = O.O 
SWIIY = O.O 
SUMX2 = O.O 
·SUMY2 = O.O 
SUMXY = O.O 
TA26AW"' O.O 
TA26BW = 0.0 
TA26AH = O.O 
TA26BH = O.O 
.SS26AW = O.O 
SSZ&BW "'O.O 
SSZ6AH·= o.O 
SSWKl = o.o 
SSWKZ" O.O 
WKTAl = O.O 
WKTA2 = 0.0 
SS26BH = O.O 
.READ ·101,LABEL· 
IF (INDEX-2114,5001,5001 
14 DO 12 N=l,50 
12 READ 126,INAMIN,Kl,K=l,10) 
DO i7 ·l=l,22,4 
K=I +3 
IF IK .GT. 23lK=22 
READ 15,8171 ( (·LONAMECJ,L .. ,L=l,31,J=l,Kl 
17 CONTINUE 
READ f5,825l CNOCLLSUl,1=1,221 
READ ·cS,9551 ICBGCUl,Jl,J=l,101,1=1,21 
Rl:AO ·15•9551 I IBGCI U.,Jl ,J=l,101,I=l,21 . 




5000 WRITE Ill LAGE,LMS,LCOLL,LCLASS,LNAT,LRACE,l08,LQ9,L01D,L011, 
2L012,L013,LQ14,LQ15,A016,L017,L018,L019,LQ20, 1 L0211 I l ~ I= l,B 1,LQ22·, 
3L023 l, L0232, L0233, L024, L025, JBAl, JBAZ, JBA3, JBAHR, A26AW, JS Bl, .JBS 2, 
4JBB3,JBBHR,A26BW . 
GO TO 13 
















2L012,LQ13,LQ14,LQ15,AQ16,LQ17,L018,L019,L020, ILQ211 I I, 1=1,81 ,LQ22, 
3L023l~L0232,LQ233,L024,LQ25,JBA1,JBA2,JBA3,JBAHR,A26AW,JBB1,JBB2, 
4JBB3,JBBHR,A26BW 
IF ILAGE-9911000,99911,9998 ....... 
PLACE IN PROGRAM TD INSERT IF.STATEMENTS IN ORDER TO CROSS CLASSIFY 









IF I LCLASS-215001, 6,·5001 
IF ILCLASS-315001,6,5001 
IF lLCLASS-415001,6,5001 
IF ILOB .Eo. l .AND. LCLASS .LT. 61GO TD 6 
GO TO 5001 
i014 IF (LOB .EQ. 3 .AND. LCLASS .LT. 6160 TD 6 
GO TD 5001 
1015 IF t.L·o11-11soo1,6,5co1 
1016 IF IJBA2-21500l,6,5001 
1017 IF 1.JBB2-215001,6,5001 
1018 IF ILCLASS-JBAl .EQ. 0 .AND. LCLASS .LT. 6JGO .TO 6 
GO TO 5001 . . 
1019 IF ILCLASS -615001,6,5001 
1020 IF ILQ8· .Eo. 3 .AND. LCLASS· ·.EO. 6160 TO 6 
GO TO 5001 
1021 IF ILOB .EQ. 1 .AND. LCLASS .EQ. 6.1 GO TO 6 
c 
6 
GO TO 5001 
IF ILCLASS 
END OF SORTING SECTION 
.Eo. 6 .AND. INDEX .EQ. UGO TO 4 
8 = 8 +l.O 
A26AH = JBAHR 
A26BH = J88HR 
S26AH = A26AH**2 
S268H = A26BH**2 
S26AW = A26AW**2 
S.26BW. = A26811**2 
SS26AH = SS26AH +S26AH 
SS26BH = SS26BH +S268H 
SS26AW = SS26AW +S26AW 
SS26BW • SS26BW +S26BW 
TA26AW = TA26AW +A26AW 
TA268W = TA26BW +A268W· 
TA26AH = TA26AH +A26AH 
TA26BH = TA26BH +A268H. 
WKEAl = A26AH*A26AW. 
WKEA2 ·s A268H*A26BW 
WKTAl = WKTAl +WKfAl 
WKTA2 = WKTA2 +WKEA2 
SSWK2 = SSWK2 +IIKEA1*"'·2· 
""-.! 
0 
SSWKl = SSWKl +WKEA1**2 
SUMA2 = LAGE**2 
TSUMA2 = TSUMA2 + SUMA2 
LAGT = LAGT + LAGE 
SA016 = A016**2 
TSA016 = TSA016 + SAQ16 
TGPA = TGPA +A016 
IF ILAGE-1718,5,5 
5 IF ILAGE-34110,10,7 
7 AG(l9J = AG119l +1.0 
GO TO 20 
8 AGlll = AGlll +l.O 
GO TO 20 
10 AGILAGE-16) = AGILAGE-161 +l.O 
20 AMILMS+ll = AMILMS+ll +!.O 
25 ACOLILCOlll = ACOLILCOLLI +l.O 
30 ACLASILCLASSl = ACLASILCLASSI +1,0 
35 ANAILNATI = ANAILNATl +l.O 
40 ARACILRACEI = ARACIL~ACE) +l.O 
45 A081LQ8) = AQ8IL081 +l.O 
50 A091L091 = A091L091 +l.O 
55 AQlO(LOlOI = A~lOILQlOI +l.O 
60 AQlllLQlll = AQlllLOlll +l.O 
65 AQ121L012) = A0121LQ121 +l.O 
70 AQ13{L0131 = AQ131LQ131 +l.O 
75 AC141LQ141 = A0141LQ141 +l.O 
80 A0151L0151 = A0151LQ151 +1.0 
90 AC17(LQ17+11 = AQ171LQ17+ll +l.O 
95 A018(LQ181 = AQ181LQ181 +l.O 
99 AQ191LC191 = AQ19(LQ191 +l.O 
104 AQ20(L0201 = A020{LQ201 +l.O 
118 AQ22(LQ221 = AQ221LQ221 +l.O 
135 AQ23l(LQ2311 = AQ2311LQ2311 +I.O 
136 AQ2321LQ2321 = AQ2321l02321 +l.O 
138 A0233ILC2331 = AQ233(L02331 +l.O 
IF (LQ2l(ll-Oll39,170,139 
139 CONTINUE 
DO 155 I=l,8 
NN = L021i I I 
AQ211I,NNI = AQ211I,NNI +l.O 
155 CONTINUE 
DO 156 I=l,8 
A0211I,31 = A02111,11 +AQ211I,2l 
156 CONTINUE 
170 AQ241LQ241 = AQ241L0241 +l.O 
175 AQ251LQ25+11 = A0251l025+11 +l.O 
IF (JBAl-01400,2000,400 
400 A026AllJBAll = A026AllJBAll +l.O 
405 A026A2(JBA21 = A026A21JBA2) +l.O 
410 AC26A31JBA3+ll = AQ26A31JBA3+ll +l.O 
2000 IF IJBBl-0)415,1490,415 
415 A026Bl(JBB11 = AQ26BllJBB11 +l.O 
420 AQ26B21JBB21 = A026B21JBB21 +l.O 
425 AQ26B3!JBB3+11 = AQ26B3!JBB3+11 +l.O 
1490 IF !LQ22-6ll500,430,430 
1500 IF !L024-7)1505,430,430 
1505 CONTINUE 
CT = CT +l.O 
X • LQ22 






430 IF lINOEX-21299,5001,5001 
299 GO TO 4 
9998 CONTINUE 
PRINT 203 
9999 AGE= LAGT 
AAGE = AG!'/ lB I 
VAR= l!TSUMA21-!AGE**2/Bll/!B-l.OI 
AGPA = TGPA/181 
VARGP • ! ITSA016J-ITGPA**21BJ 1/IB-l.O) 
A09!BI = o.o 
A010!71 = 0.0 
AQ13!7J = o.o 
AQ14!7l = o.o 
A018!31 = O.Q 
AQ20!3) • O.O 
A024(71 = o.o 
DO 11 I=l,19 
AGl20l = AG!20l +AGlII 
11 CONTINUE 
DO 21 I=l,5 
A~llll • AM!lll +AMiii 
21 CONTINUE 
DO 22 I=l,10 
AMl131 = AM!l3l +AMiil 
22 CONTINUE 
AM!l2) = AM(l31 -A~llll 
DO 26 I=l,9 
ACOLllOI = ACOlllOI +ACOLI I I 
26 CONTINUE 
DO 31 l=l,.6 
ACLASl71 = ACLAS!71 +ACLA SI I I 
31 CONTINUE 
DO 36 l=l, 2 
ANA!31 • ANA13l +ANAlII 
36 CONTINUE 
DO 41 1•1,7 
ARACIBI • ARACl8l +ARAC II I 
41 CONTINUE 
00 46 1=1,3 
A0814) = A0814l +AQ8 ! II 
46 CONTINUE 
DO 51 I=l,7 
AQ9l81 = A09(81 +A09!I) 
51 CONTINUE 
DO 56 I•l, 6 
AQ10!7l = AQlO! 71 +AQlOIII 
56 CONTINUE 
DO 61 I=l,2 
A01113l = AQ11131 +AOllll I 
61 CONTINUE 
no 66 I=l, 2 












00 71 1=1,6 r 
AQ13171 = AQ13(7J +lQ131 I I· 
CONTINUE . 
00 76 l=l,6 
AQ14171 = AQ14171 +AQ14111 
CONTINUE . 
00 81 1=1.·2 
AQ15131 = AQ15131 +AQ151Il 
CONTINUE 
00 86 I =1,10 
A0171111 =·AQ171111 +A017111 
A026A31111 = AQ26A3111)·+A026A31II 
AQ26831111 = AQ2683111l +AQ26831fl 
CONTINUE 
00 91 I=l,2 
AQ18131 = AQ1813) +A018111 
CONTINUE 
DO 96 I=l,5 
AQ1916) = A01916l +AQ1911l 
CONTINUE 
DD 98 1=1,2 
AQ20131 = A02013).+A02011) 
CONTINUE 
00 125 1=1,6 
AQ26All 7·1 = AQ26All 71 
A026A2171 = A026A2171 
AQ26Bll71 = AQ268117i 




+AQ26Btl I l 
+AQ26B21 II 
AVH26A = TA26AH/AQ26All 71 
AVH26B = TA26BH/AQ2681171 
AVW26A ·= TA26AW/AQ26All7). 
AVW26B = TA26BW/AQ2681171 
VA26AH = 11 SS26A.HI-ITA26AH**21AQ26All 71) 111 AQ2.6Al 171-1.0.l 
VA26BH =. I t.SS26BHI-ITA26BH**21AQ26B 11711 II I AQ26Bl 111-1. 0 I 
VA26AW = 11 SS26AWI-ITA26AW**21AQ26A 117111 II AQ26Al 111-1.0 l 
VA26BW = IISS26BWI-ITA26BW**2/AQ26Bll71))/IAQ26Bll7)-l.OI 
STDOGP = SQRT( VARGPI . 
STDDAG s SQRTIVARI 
S026AH = SQRTIVA26AH1 
SD26AW = SQRTIVA26AW) 
SD26BH = SORTIVA26BH) 
S026BW = SQRTIVA26BWI 








WKTA1/A026Al ( 71 
AMJlHI INDEX l 
AMJ2HI INDEX I 
AMJ lW I INDEX I 
AMJZWIINDEXI 
AMGPA( INDEX I 
AMWK211NOEXI 
AMWKl I INDEX I 
SSJlHI TNOEXI 
SSJ2HIINOEXI = 
SSJ lWltNOEX l 
SSJ2WI INDEX I 
SSVGPIINOEXI 

















00 130 t=l,6 
AQ22171 = A022171 +A0221II 
CONTINUE 
00 141 1=2,8 
AQ231191 = AQ231191 +AQ23lltl 
AQ232191 = AQ232191 +AQ2321II 
AQ233191 = AQ233191 +AQ233111 
CONTINUE 
DO 151 1=2,9. 
AQ23TIII = AQ2311II +AQ232111 +AQ233111 
CONTINUE 
00 157. J=l, 3 
00 157 1=1,8 · 
AQ2119,Jl = AQ2119,Jl+AQ21II,Jl 
CONTlNUE 
DO 171 (,=1,6 
A024171 = AQ24171 +AQ24CII 
CONTINUE 
00 176 I=l,6 
AQ25171 = AQ25171 +AQ251II 
CONTINUE 
00 77 1=1,20 
. AGPIII = IAGIIIIAGl2011*100.0 
AMP(II = IAMIIl/AMll3ll*l00,0 
AQ17PIII = IAQ171II/AIJ171llll*l00,0 
A26A3PIH = IAQ26A31II/AQ26A31llll*l00,0 
A26B3PIII = IAQ26831II/A026B3lllll*l00,0 
CONTINUE 
00 72 I=l,5 
ANAPIII = IANAIII/ANAl311*100,0 
A08Plll = IAOBIIIIA0814ll*lDO.O 
AOllPIIl = IAQllllllAQlll31.1*.100,0 
A012Plll = 1A01211l/AQ121311*100~0 
A015Plll = IAQ151llfAQ1513ll*lOO.O 
AQ18PIII = IAQ181II/A018131l*l00,0 
AQ20PIIl = IAQ201Il/AQ2013ll*lOO.O 
Z14,I,INOEXI = ANAIII 
Zl6,l,INDEXI = AQ811l 
Z19,l,INDEXI = AQlllII 
ZllO,l,INOEXJ =.AQ12111 
Zll3,I,INOEXI = A0151II 
Zll5,I,INDEXI = AQ18111 
Zil7,I,INDEXJ = AQZOIII 
CONTINUE 
DO 74 1=1,10 
ACOLPIII = IACOLIIIIACOLllOll*lOO.O 
ACLASP I I l • IACL,ASII l /ACLASl711*100.0 
ARACPII l = IARACII lfARACI 81 r•100.o 
A09PIII = IAQ91II/AQ918ll*l00,0 
AQlOPIII • IAQ10111/AQ10171l*lOO.O. 
AQ13Plll = IA0131ll/AD131711*100.0 
AQ14.PIIl ·= IAQ141U/A0141711*100,0 
AQ19PIII = IAQ191II/AQ191611*100,0 
AQ22Plll = IA022111/AQ2217ll*l00.D 
A023TPIII = IAQ23TlllfA023Tl911*100.0 
A024P(II·= IAQ24illfA02417ll*lOO.O. 
A025PIII = IAQ251Il/AQ251711*100,0 
A26AlP(IJ =IA026AllII/AQ26All71l*lOD,O 
A26A2PI I l =I AQ26A21IlfAQ26A21711*100;0 
-..J 
N! 
A26BlPIII = IAQ2bBllll/AQ26Bll7ll*lOO.O 
A2682PIII = IAQ26B21II/AQ26821711*100.0 
Zll.I.INOEXI = AMiii 
z12.I.INDEXI = ACOUII 
Z(3.I.INDEXI = ACLASIII 
ZIS.I,INDEXI = ARAC{II 
Zl7.I,INDEXI = AQ9(II 
ZIB.I,INOEXI = AQlOIII 
Zlll.I,INDEXI = AQ13(11 
Zll2.I,INDEXI = AC141II 
Zll4.I,INDEXI = AQ171II 
Z(l6.I,INDEXI = A0191II 
Zl19,J,JNDEXI = AQ221II 
Zl20,I,INDEXI = AC23TIII 
Zl21,I,INDEXI = A0241II 
Zl22,I.I~DEXI = AQ25(Il 
DO 74 J=l, 3 
AQ21PII.JI = IAQ2111,JI/AQ211I,311*100.0 
ZllB,J.INDEXI = AQ2119.JI 
74 CONTINUE . 
C PLACE IN PROGRAM TO INS~RT PRINT STATEMENTS 
C PART 2 PRINT STATEMENTS DAVID SELBY 















































































































































PR INT 202 . 

































































PR INT 202 



























































































KZZ = 7 
KZA = l 
CALL MEDIAN IKZZ,·A022,KZA,BGCL,!iGCii. 
PRINT 503 
PRINT 131,INAMl22,Kl~K=l,5J 
































PRINT 202 PRINT 200 
PRl"IT 120 PRINT 538,IA26A3PIJl,J=l,lll 
PRINT 200 PRINT 501 
PRINT 554,IA024P(Jl,J=l,7) PRINT 600,AVH26A,S026AH,VA26AH 
KZZ = 7 PRl~!T 202 
KZA = 2 PRINT 610,AVW26A,S026AW,VA26AW 
CALL MEDIAN (KZZ,AC24,KZA,BGCL,BGCIJ PRINT 202 
PRINT 503 PRINT 612,AMWKllINOEXl 
PRINT l31,INAM(24,Kl,K•l,5J PRINT 203,LABEL 
PRINT 345 PRINT l31,INAMl26,Kl,K=l,5J 
PRINT 202 PR INT 200 
PRINT 346 PRINT 576 
PRINT 202 PRINT 202 
PRINT 115 PRINT 590 
PRINT 200 PRINT 200 
PRINT 347,(AQ25(JJ,J=l,7J PRI'ff 581 
PRINT 202 PRINT 201) 
PRINT 120 PRINT 115 
PRINT 200 PRINT 200 
PRINT 556,IAQ25PIJl,J=l,7l PRINT 582,IAQ26Bl1Jl,J=l,7l 
PRINT 203, LABEL PRINT 200 
PRINT 131,INA~l25,KJ,K=l,5J PRINT 120 
PRINT 200 PRINT 200 
PRINT 575 PRINT 584,IA26BlP[JJ,J=l,7J 
PRINT 202 PRINT 200 
PRINT ~90 PRINT 202 
PRINT 200 PRINT 591 
PRINT 581 PRINT 200 
PRINT 200 PRINT 583 
PRINT 115 PRINT 200 
PRINT 200 PRINT 115 
PRINT 582,IAQ26AllJJ,J=l,7J PRl"IT 200 
PRINT 200 PRINT 58Z,IAQ26B2!JJ,J=l,7J 
PRINT 120 PR INT 200 
PRINT 200 PRINT 120 
PRINT 584,(A26AlPCJJ,J=l,7) PRINT 200 
PRINT 200 PRINT 584,IA2682P(JJ,J=l,71 
PRINT 202 PRINT 202 
PR INT 591 PRINT 592 
PRINT 200 PRINT 200 
PR INT 583 PR INT 266 
PRINT 200 PR INT 200 
PRINT 115 PRINT 115 
PRINT 200 PRINT 200 
PRINT 582,(A026A2(JJ,J=l,7J PRINT 267,(AQ26B3[Jl,J=l,lll 
PRINT 200 PR.I'll 200 
PRINT 120 PRINT 120 
PRINT 200 PRINT 200 
PRINT 584,(A26A2P(Jl,J=l,7J PRINT 53R,IA26B3PIJJ,J=l,lll 
PRINT 202 PRINT 501 
PRINT 592 PRINT 601,AVH26B,SD26BH,VA26BH 
PRINT 200 PR I'<T 202 
PR INT 266 PRINT 6ll,AVW26B,SD26BW,VA26BW 
PR INT 200 PR INT 202 
PRINT 115 PRINT 6l4,AMWK2(1NDEXJ 
PRINT 200 PRINT 203,LABR 
PRINT 267,(AQ26A3{JJ,J=l,lll PRINT 800,CDR,CT 
PR INT 200 Cl INDEX} = B 
PRINT 120 ClllNDEXl = A026Al!7) 
-....! 
°' 
C21INDEXl = A026Bll7l 
REWIND l 
INDEX= INDEX +l 
GO TO l 
774 READ 776.,NOTS 
PRINT ZD3,LABEL 
LCTT = l 
780 DO 790 IJK=l,NOTS 
READ 777,NUMR,MUMB 
SDJ lHI I JK l = SORT! I SSJIHI NUM8 I /C lCNUMBI I+ IS SJlHI MUMR I/Cl! MU'IRI 11 
SDJ2HIIJKI = SORTIISSJ2HINUMBI/C21NUMB)l+ISSJ2HIMUMBI/C21MUMBII) 
SOJlWI IJK I = SORT ii SSJlWINUMB I/Cl lNUMR l I+ IS SJlWI MUMB 1/C l I MU'IB 11 I 
SDJZWIIJKI = SQRTIISSJ2WINUMB)/C21NUMBll+ISSJ2WIMUMBI/C21MUMBII I 
SDVGPIIJKI = SQRTIISSVGPINUMBI/CINUMBll+ISSVGPIMUMRI/CIMUMB)ll 
SDWKll IJK I = SQRT( I SSllNUMB I /Cl I NUMB 11 + I SSl l'lUMBI/Cl I MUMBI 11 
SOWKZIIJKI = SORTIISS21NUMBI/CllNUMBll+ISS21MUMBI/CllMUMB)ll 
TSOJlHIIJKI = ABSIAMJlHINUMBl-AMJlHIMUMBll/SDJlHIIJKl 
TSDJ2HIIJKl = ABSIAMJ2HINU'IBI-AMJ2HIMUMBll/SDJ2HIIJK) 
TSDJlW{ IJK I = AB.SI AMJlWINUMB 1-AMJlWI P'IUMBI I /SOJlWI I JK l 
TSDJ2WIIJKI = ABSIAMJ2Wt'IUMBl-AMJ2WIMUMBl)/SOJ2WIIJKI 
TSDVGPIIJK) = ARSIA'lGPAINUMBI-AMGPAIMUMBll/SOVGPIIJKl 
TSDWll IJKl = ABS( AMWKllNUMB l-AMWKl I MUMBl I /SDWKll I JK l 
TSDW21IJKl = ABSIAMWK21NUMBI-AMWK21MUMBII/SDWK21!JKI 
IF ILCTT .GT. 16IGD TO 799 
GO TO 798 
799 PRINT 203,LABEL 
LCTT = l 
798 PRINT 778,NUMB,MUMB 
PRINT 779, TSDJlHI I JKI, TSDJ2H I I JK J .• TSDJlWI.IJKl, TSDJ2W I I JK )., 
2TSDVGP I IJK I, TSDWll IJK I, Tsow2·1 I JK I 




NNN = INDEX-I 
DO 820 I=l,NN'I 
820 PRINT 807,l,Cllll,C2111,CIII 
IR= 2 
READ. 15,7761 NCHISO 
DO 890 LL=l,NCHISO 
READ 777,LC·HIE,LCHIO 
WRITE 16,960) 
DO 981 J=.1,2 
IF IJ ,EQ. llMA'IN = 19 
IF IJ .EQ. 2lMANN = 21 
IF IJ .EO. l)NC = 5 
IF IJ ,EQ. llNC = 6 
DO 980 I=l,NC 
AAI II = ·Z (MANI\I, I ,LCHIEI 
88111 = ZIMANN,I,LCHIOI 
980 CONTINUE 
·CALL UTE'ST IAA,88,I\IC,U,ZSCORE,Sl 
IF I J ,EO, 2160 TO 985 
WRITE 16,9611 ZSCORI' 
WRITE 16,9651 U 
WRITE 16,9661 ·s 
GO TO 981 
985 WRITE 16,9621 ZSCORE 
WRITE 16,9651 U 
WRITE 16,9661 S 
981 CONTINUE 
DO 890 L=l,22 
DO 891 M=l,10 
0811,MI = ZIL,M,LCH(EI 
0812,MI = ZIL,M,LCHIOI 
S91 CONTINUE 
IF IL .Eo. 1 .OR. L .EO. 18160 TO 910 
GO. TO 915 
910 WRITE 16,8151 LCHIE,LCHIO 
915 · IC •.NOCLLSILI 
CALL ACHISQ 108,LCHIE,LCHlO,LQNAME,L,IR,ICI 
890 COIIITINUE 
1050 CALL EX IT 
EIIID 
$1 BFTC NAME l 
SUBROUTINE ACHISQ IDB,LCHIE,LCHIO,LONAME,L,IR,ICI 
100 FORMAT I lH ,10X,21HDEGREES OF FREEDOM.= ,F5.0,10X,14HPROBABILITY 
2 ,Fl0,4.1 
110 FORMAT I 1H0,15HOBSERVEO .VALUES/llH ,llFl0.411 
120 FORMAT I lH0, 15HEXPECTEO VLLUES/1 lH ,llFl0.411 
115 FORMAT llHO,llfl0,41 
816 FORMAT llH0;4X,3A6,5X,llllX,F8,211 
DIMENS.!0111 C18 CI0, 101,EXI 10, 101, TROWllOI, TCOll 10 I 
DIME~SION CHll3,lll,LONAMfl22,31 
TT ;, 0,0 
ICC = IC +l 
00 4 I=l,3 
DO 4 J=l, 11 
4 CHIII,JI • 0.0 
DO 5 I=l,10 
TROWI II. = O,D 
TCOL I I.I = 0.0 
DO 5 J=l,10 · 
5 EXII,JI = a.a 
DF = IIR-ll*llC-11 
DO 15 l=l,IR 
DO 15 J=l,IC 
TROWIII = TROWIII +081I~JI 
TCOLIJI = TCOLIJI +OBII,Jl 
15 TT= TT +0811,JI 
C COMPUTE EXPECTED VALUES ANO CHI.SQUARE 
00 25 l=t,IR 
DO 25 J=l,IC 
EXII,JI = TROWIIl*TCOLIJI/TT 
OIF = ABSlOBII,JI -EXtl,JII 
IF (DF .EQ. 1.0 .ANO. EXII,JI .LT. 5,0IOIF = OIF-.5 
CHIII,JI = OIF**2/EXII,JI 
CAll OVCHKI IOI 
IF 110 .EC.llCHIII,JI = D.O 
25 CONTINUE 
DO 30 l•i, IR 
00 30 J=l, lC 
CHIII,IC+ll = CHlll,IC+ll +CHIII~JI 
CHIIIR+l,IC+ll = CHIIIR+lj~C+ll +CHIII,JI 
CHIIIR+l,JI = CHlJIR+l,JI +CHIII,JI 
30 CONTINUE 
WRITE 16,8161 ILONAMEll,Kl,K•l,~l,ICHl(IR+l,Ml,M=l~ICCl 
P = PRBFIOF,1000.0,CHIIIP+l,IC+ll/Ofl 
-..J 
-..J 
WRITE 16,1001 OF,P 
RETURN 
ENO 
SIBFTC NAME 2 
FUNCTION PRBF(DA,DB,FRI 
PRBF = l~O . 
IF (DA*DB *FR .EQ. o.OIRETURN 
IF (FR .LT •. l.OIGO TO 5 
A= DA 
B = OB 
F = FR 
GO TO 10 
5 A= DB 
B = DA 
F = 1.0/FR 
.· 10 AA = 2.0/19.0*Al. 
BB= 2.0/19.D*BI 
Z=ABS(lll.O-BBl*F**0.333333-l.O+AA)/SQRTIBB*F**0.666667+AAII 
IF (B .LT. 4.0IZ = Z*ll.O+O.OB*Z**4/B**31 
PRBF = 0.5/ll.O+Z*(O.l96854+Z*I0.115194+Z*I0.000344+Z*O.Ol952711ll 
2**4 0 
IF (FR .LT. l.OIPRBF = l.(}-PRBF 
RETURN 
END 
SIBFTC NAME 4 
SUBROUTINE UTEST IA.e.Nc.u.ZSCORE,SI 
DIMENSION.AllOl.BllOI.RllOI 
120 FORMAT llH0,3Fl5.41 
c = · 1.0 
FNl = O.O 
FNZ = O.O 
Rl = O.O 
z = o.o 
TS= O.O 
00 ·10 l=I.NC 
RUI = (C. +A(Jl+BCJll/2.0 
TS= TS +(((A(ll+81111**31-A(IJ*Bflll/12.0 
Rl = RI +AIIl*B(JI 
FNl = _FNl +AUi 
FNZ = FN2 +Bill 
10 C = A(JJ +8(11 +l.O 
. FNX = FNl*FN2 
FN = FNl +~NZ 
UP= FNX+FNl*l(FNl+l.Ol/2.0l~Rt 
U = FNX -UP 
IF (UP-UIZ0,30,30 
20 U = UP 
30 IF lFN1-20.01·ao.so.50 · 
50 S = SQRT(IFNX/IFN*IFN-1.01 ll*fllFN*FN*FN-FNl/12.0l-TSll 
ZSCORE = IABSIUJ-FNX*.5)/S 
80 RETURN 
END 
SlBFTC NAME 3 
SUBROUTINE MEDIAN ILZT.xx.MND.BGCL.BGCII 
960 FORMA_T C1H0,54X,15HMEDIAN VALUE =S.Fl0.2/1 
kEAL MOJAN 
DIMENSION BGCLl3,lOI.BGCll3 9 lOJ,XX(lOl,YY(lOJ 
DO 5 l=I.LZT 
VY( I) = XXII l 
5 CONTINUE 
IF IMNO .eo. l)GO TO 20 
GO TO 10 
20 LZT = LZT -1 
YYILZTI = YYILZT+ll -YYILZTI 
10 BMDA = O.O 
BMDD = YYILZTl/2.0 
LZZ = LZT -1 
DO 25 l=l,LZZ 
BMDA = BMDA +YYlll 
IF IBMOA .LT. BMDD .AND.IBMDA +YYU+lll.GT. BMOOIGO TO 35 
IF I BMOA • EQ. BMDD IGO TO 30 . 
25 CONTINUE 
35 MDIAN = BGCLIMNO, 1+11 +( I 8'400-BMDAl/(YYII+ll l*BGCIIMN0, 111 
GO TO 40 
30 MDIAN = BGCLIMNO,I+il 
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